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Abstract
The purposes of this study were (1) to perform an eva luation of the
distance education version of Education 6104 · a graduat e level course offering
from Memorial University of Newfoundland, and (2) to valida te the evaluation
approach as refined and util ized for th ree prior responsive evaluations. The
review of related litera ture prov ides the background and discu ss various
approaCheS to educational evaluation with specific references to distance
educa tion and training .
Th is study utiliz ed a modffi ed evaluation approach, which was a
replication of the method ology from th ree previous research studies using Robert
E. Stake 's Respon sive Evaluation ModeJ. This particu lar evaluation mode l was
chosen based on its past use in both distanceeducation and graduateeducation
settings. and because its emerge nt design offered flexibil ity and the use of
natura listic. qualitative method s. In addition , emphasis was placed on so(iciting
concerns an d issues from all stakehol ding audiences . and there was an ability to
measure related performance outco mes based on evalua tion standards. It was
hoped that sudt an approach would provide a more significant and realistic
evaluation.
Data were gathered from Student Profile Sheets, Pr&-Tests and Post-
Tests. questionnaires. telephone interviews. observations, documents analysis
ftnd uding e-mail correspondence ), student exams and assignments. as well as
through a comparison of past course experiences and outcomes. All data were
anaJyzed qualitatively . and reported in relation to the evaluation standards. along
with judgements and suggestions for course imprcwement.
The study concludes with recommendations conceming the Responsive
Evaluation approach and the Education 6104 course , as well as future graduate
distance education courses.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to perform an evaluation of the distance
education version of Education 6104 - a graduate level course offering from
Memorial University of Newfoundland. The research will provide guidelines and
recommendations for future course offerings in similar settings, or as adapted for
use in other settings.
Background Info rmation
The course evaluated by this study is entitled Education 6104 - The
Foundations of Program Evaluation. It is a relatively new course offered for the
first time by distance in the Fal11995 semester. Education 6104 is based on two
previous courses offe red by the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland: Education 6510 - Evaluation. and Education 6522· Evaluation
within Instructional Development. Both of these on-site courses had been
offered by the Faculty of Education for fifteen and eight years respectively.
Education 6510 was a required course for the Master of Education (M.Ed.),
Curriculum and Instruction program . while Education 6522 was a required course
for the Educational Communications and Technology program. Education 6522
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was also considered an elective for all M.Ed. graduate programs (Kennedy,
personal communication, 1995).
With the development of new graduate programs at the Faculty of
Education in 1993, both Education 6510 and Education 6522 ceased to exist. In
the Summer of 1994, Dr. M.F. Kennedy approached the Faculty, the School of
Graduate Studies , and the School of Continuing Studies conceming the
development of a new course in Program Evaluation. Due to perceived changes
in student needs, and the geographic dispersal of potential students throughout
Newfoundland, it was suggested that the course be offered via distance
(Kennedy, personal communication, 1995). Further justification was made
based on course content. Program evaluation is considered important to
professionals in many settings, and it was estimated that such a course would be
fully enrolled at each offering . Once approved . Education 6104 was then made
ready for offering as an open elective to students on all graduate programs
within the Faculty of Education in the Fall 1995 semester .
At the time of this first offering , Education 6104 was one of only two
formally approved graduate distance education courses offered by Memorial
University through its School of General and Continuing Studies . Up to 1997,
four more graduate courses have been made available via distance; however, no
other offers the same opportunity for communication, and the same level of
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interaction for students . The designers of Education 6104 utilized some of the
latest in components of instructional design and instructional strategie s:
video-taped content (using drama) ;
audio-tutorial system of instruction ;
computer-assisted instruction (CAl) ;
computer-mediated communication (CMC).
The introduction of a dramatic script in the video-taped portion of course
content set a new precedent , quite a change from the traditional "talking head"
style of instructional video tape, the idea being to illustrate for the leamer the
actual content being used in the real world . It was also hoped that this format
would increase learner interest in what is typically considered a rather formal and
sometime s abstract subject area. In addition, the audio-tuto rial component
continues with this theme, providing further real-life examples of how Ihe conten t
can be applied . For the audto-iutonars , a very informal approach was taken ,
using a content expert 10relate stories and actual situations or scenarios in a
particularl y relaxed manner - almost in story-teller fashion .
There was a computer -assisted instruction component which provided the
learners with access to course content information through the latest
technological medium. This gave students the opportunity to actively participate
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in their own instruction. They had the ability to navigate through certain course
material on their own. pushing buttons , reading, and answering questions, all at
their own pace, and in a manner of their own choosing . Multimedia and graphics
were incorporated into this medium for the purpose of enhancing the whole
leaming process.
Finally , the integration of computer-mediated communication (CMC) in the
course allowed students, with the aid of computer technology , to communicate
between themselves, or directly to the Instructor using electronic mail as well as
computer conferencing and/or cornputer-rnediated discussion. An in-depth
examination of the CMC experience was performed by Bruce-Hayter (Bruce-
Hayter . 1996) as a qualitative case study. The purpose of that particular
research was to .....explore and describe the CMC experience of graduate
distance education students and faculty associated with ED6104 ...and to make
evaluative assessments on the CMC experience " (Bruce-Hayter . 1996).
Conversely, this particular evaluation study was designed to be comprehensive -
to assess all these course components from a holistic perspective .
Course Design
Education 6104 (The Foundations of Program Evaluation) was designed
to introduce students to program evaluation and examined its application in
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various settings such as: the formaf sc:hOoI system; the post-secondary system
including community col leges . university or co llege . and nursing schoo ls; the
military; business and industry training . Basically. the content was designed to
meet the endividuaJneeds of any studen t, rega rdless of background. The course
looks at the historical and theoretical framework of program evaluation in order to
provide students wtth the necessary skills to design eval uations based on
various evaluation models.
The course itself is a packaged course . in that students receive everything
they need in a packaged fo nn at the start of the course . Students the n work
through the materials at their ownpace; however, a time line is also included to
let the student know what materiaJ(s) should to be covered within spedfl9d time
periods . The time line is displayed in a week by week fo rmat. and the instruction
or learning experiences are organized into mod ules.
The materia ls used for the course were inter-linked and ranged from print ·
based instruction. audio-ta ped tutorials . and videota ped content, to computer-
assisted instruction (CAl ). In addition. the computer was used for computer-
mediated commu nication (CMC). All students were reqUired to participate in the
CMC . Using'electronic' man (e-mail) students enga ged in on-line discussions
regarding assigned reading s. These discu ssions we re on-goi ng throu ghout the
semester, and involved small groups (i.e•• discu ssion amon gst themselves), or
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the entire class , including the Instruetor(s} . In addition , the availability of e-mail
meant that students had an additional way of contacting the Instructor (s}, or
other students, for such things as technica l assistance, questions specific to
course content , and general administrative matters. This electronic medium also
provided students with another option for submitting assignments and/or exams.
Submissions via e-mail usually meant expedited delivery to the Instructor or
marker, and this type of submission could be sent to more than one person at
the same time.
Statement of the Problem
Despite grO'Nthand development of distance education , a large number of
faculty and administrative staff in educational institutions have been
apprehensive with respect to moving towards the distance mode of education .
Many of those in formal education doubt the effectiveness of students studying
and learning removed from the classroom setting or institutional environme nt.
And the very notion of graduate study via distance is thought of as lessening its
scholarly nature.
While many institutions in North America offer undergraduate distance
education, there are still comparatively few graduate level courses being offered.
However, there is an increasing demand for such courses . Therefore it is
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important that currentgrad uate distance education courses be evaluated in a
compreh ensive manner, to promote their success or failu re, and to establish
effective course models for future development For example, one of the major
concerns about gradua te education at a distance has been the lack of sem inar-
like discuss ions, and the dearth of tace-tc-tace discussions among students, as
well as between students and faculty . Therefore. any positiv e evidence resu lting
from such an evaluation coul d reduce fears in those who are skeptica l. The
resutt could be increased , more readily ava ilable . and more effective educational
offerings that have the pote ntial for truly meeting the needs of all ieamers.
In addition. there are some evaluation concems that must be addressed .
It is important that research in the area of evaluation for dista nce education be
expanded since , all too often . distance courses are evaluated simply by focusing
on outcom es and comparing the results to those of live course s. It is regularly
assumed that if results equal those obtained in live course s. the distance cou rse
experience is efficient and effective . However, this may not be the best standard
for comparison . especially since live courses themselves are rarely evaluated for
efficiency and effectiveness purpo ses .
Major Research Foc us
Th is study wa s qualitative. henc e emergent in design; therefore . the
researcher cou ld not frame research questions. The evaluation is the theSis
research- an app/iedpiece of research (Kennedy , persona l commun ication .
1996) . As stated ear ner, this eva luation so ught to establish the effectiveness of
Educati on 6104 . in terms of course content, design. materials. distance delivery,
and student experie nce.
The eval ua tion itself focu sed on the sta ndards and criteria by which the
progra m was to be judged. The evaluator hoped to detenn ine infonnation
related to:
1. the co ncerns and issues of stakehol ding audiences involve d with a
grad uate educa tion course by distance;
2. the standards that gro ups or stakeholders involved with a graduate
education course by distance wo uld use to indica te its success ;
3. appropriate instructional design and/or instnJctiona l strategies for a
distanc e educatio n setti ng;
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formally evaluate several semesters of Education 6104 , it is not consid ered a
practical option to await a number of offerings within the time-frame of this study.
Third , this study was applied to a graduate course only taught by distance
in a college /un iversity setting ; just one graduate course at that , and from only
one institution. The alternatives would include evaluatin g a series of courses or
even enti re programs at both the graduate and undergrad uate levels, and
incorporating both distance and on-site offerings. Obviously, all this would be of
value, especially in reinforci ng the case for distance education at the graduate
level , but it is not feasible during this period of study , nor with respect to the
scope of a Master of Education thesis .
Regardless of the above-mentioned limitations , this evaluation of
Education 6104 can certain ly add to the body of knowledge concerning the
designlimplementation of future distance education applications in a variety of
educa tional settings .
Definition of Terms
Certain terms appear quite freque ntly throughout this docum ent , and for
the purposes of this study , their definitions should be interp reted in the following
context.
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4. the validity of a particula r grad uate education course by dista nce (i.e.•
wa s it worthwhi le).
In evaluating Education 6104 , the author chose the Responsiv e
Evaluation Model as modified by Lertpfadist (1990) and appl'ied by Janes (1993)
and Kettle (1994). Janes (1993) recomm ended "that the modified versio n be
implemented in the eval uation of any futu re graduate level distance education
course at Mel'1'lOria.l University of Newfoundland" (p. 123). Therefore. it was
assumed that the model woul d prove suita ble for this evaluation.
Umftatlons of the Study
It is understood that th is study had certain limitations and that these
limitation s exis ted for severa l reasons. First of all, this study was designed to
test only one eva luation approach. While the approach chosen. based on
Robert E. Stake's Responsive Model, is very comprehensive . it is possible that
other approaches or mode ls would be applicab le in this particula r setting.
However. it woul d not be feasi ble to assess more than one evaluation mode l at
the same time (Janes, 1993 ).
Second, this study exami ned the Education 6104 course during its first
official offe ring as a distance education course. While it woul d be ideal to
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E.va.IuaticIl. Guba (1969) believed that evaluation. just like any other anatytical
term, •...can be defined in many essentiaJty artJitrary war.(' (po31). How ever. for
the purpose of th is study, the researcher shares the view of Patton (1982) , "The
practice of evalu ation involves the systematic collection of information about the
activities. charaderistics . and outcomes of programs, personnel, and products
for use by specifIC people to reduce uncertainties, improve effectiveness, and
make decision s with regard to what those programs, personnel, or products are
doing and affecting- (p. 15). In short. evalu ation is the asce rtainment of worth or
merit (Worthen and Sanders. 1987; lertpradist, 1990; Janes, 1993; Joint
Committ ee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1994) .
Distanee..Educatioo. Distance Education refers to teaching and leam ing
situations that require a flex ible delivery system such as electronic device s and
print materials in order to reduce certa in constra ints imposed by location . time .
employment, or oth er similar factors (United States Distance Leaming
Association, 1996).
Besponsbte..&aJuatioo . Respon sive evalu ation is a more descrip tive approach
to evaluation than earl ier eva luation model s (Glass and Ellett , 1980). An
educational eva lua tion is respon sive if it orien ts more directty to program
activities than to prog ram intents (Stuffl ebe am and Shinkfield . 1988, p. 29 1);
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responds to the conce rns and issu es of a "stakeholder'"audience (Worthen and
Sanders, 1987, p. 134); and ".•.if the different value-perspectives present are
referred to in reporti ng the success and fallure of the program" (Stake, 1975. p.
14).
Evaluation Standards , Standard s are a means of judging success (Abramson.
Tittle. and Cohen. 1979). According to Stufflebeam and Shinkfie ld (1988).
"._standards are explicit criteria for assessing the excellence of an educational
offering- (p. 222) . Not only that, standards also play an important rote in guiding
the design and im~ementation of evaluations for such educational programs .
projects. and materials (Jo int Committee on Standards tor Educational
Evaluation, 1994 , p. 3).
CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Review of Relevant Literature on Evaluation
An.Htstorical.Berspective
•..the two most significant or distinctive North
Am erican contributions of the 1970 's are the movie
Star Wars and eva luatio n research (Free man and
Solomon, 1981 , p. 12) .
This seems to be a pretty radical statement, but Freeman and Solomon
(1981) justify such a com parison by explaini ng the similarities of each : "Both are
a mixture of reality and fan tasy , both have proved lucrative. both have been
critically examined and acclaimed by oth er nations. and both will be refined and
expa nded in concept during the next decade" (p. 12). But . what exactly has
happened with respect to evaluation research? Was there in tact a significant
North American contribution to eva luation research during the 1970s7 Perhaps
the best thing to do is to examine the history of evaluation, at least the past 50
years; afte r all , according to Glass and Ellett (1980 ), the whole conception of
evaluation has been "stunted by the soil in which it took root" (p. 214).
There fore, it wou ld certainly seem important for an eva luator to review
evaluation's origins , and study the path that has already been travele d.
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Guba and Uncoln (1981) express the view that evaluation as it is used
today is less than a century old, and it has evolved through a number of forms
during that time-frame. Th is is reiterated by Kettle (1994) when he states that
"formal evaluations such as that connoted by the term program evaluation are a
relatively recent phenomenon " (p. 46).
It was apparently the World War II effort that had a profound effect on the
direction of evaluation (Kettle, 1994). Although, surprisingly enough, advances
in evaluat ion theory after the war still were evolving quite slowly (Guba, 1969).
Basically , at that time, the words measurement and evaluation were nearty
synonymous, and in fact, the term evaluation was typically being used to
represen t the assigning of grades or the summarizin g of students' performance
on tests (Worthen and Sanders , 1987). And, also detrimental, evaluation
researchers were still relying on methodologies from other fields (Lertpradist,
1990 ).
Soon major advances began to surface, and by the late 1950s into the
1960s evaluation became more objectives-oriented based upon the work of
Ralph W. Tyler. According to Madaus, Scriven, and Stufflebea m (1983), the
Tytenan approach encouraged educators and other professionals to use
explicitly stated objectives for evaluation purposes . Then , in 1956 at the
University of Ch icago . Benjamin Bloom published a taxonomy of possible
educational objectives. and it was this deveklpment that finalty provided a much
needed structu re for organizing eva luations (Janes . 1993 ). As a summary . Guba
and~n (1981) provide a good overview of the development of evaluation
during this time period. breakin g it down using the following six general
characteristics:
1. Evaluati on and measu rement w ere virtua lty
intercha ngeabl e concepts;
2. Measurement and evaluation were tied to the
scie ntifIC paradigm;
3. Evaluation focused on individ ual differences. and
in education. on narrow ranges of differences
relating to subject matter content;
4. Evaluation and measu rement had little relation ship
to school programs and curricula;
5. Evaluation was oriented to standardized an d
objective measures that were norm- referenced;
6 . Eval uation and measurement fit in well with the
prevailing industrial metaphors gu iding schoOls -
scientific management (p. 1-3).
In 1957, as a consequence of the initial success of the Russian space
prog ram · the re was a flUrry of activity to imp rove North American education. A
dramatic chan ge resulted , and a greater emphasis was now being placed on
educational evaluation (Lertpradist, 1990). Large amounts of fed eral fun ds were
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being made available for evaluation of curriculum development efforts, and
evaluators began to look at other ways of evaluating large complex projects, as
well as alternative approaches and methodologies for evaluation - basically a
revamping of the whole underlining framework of evaluation (l.e rtpradist . 1990).
Moving into the 1960s and 1970s, the practice and theory of evaluation
began to evolve more rapidly, and more refinement occurr ed. Throughout this
decade researchers began to •...question the assumptions inherent in the
traditional positivistic (quantitative) approach to research and evaluation , thanks
partty to Thomas Kuhn's 1962 book entitled The Structu re of SCientific
RevolutionS' (Kettle, 1994, p. 54). Simultaneously, qualitative research began to
emerge as a valid methodology within the field of evaluation. In tum, there was
an increase in evaluation model development and testing during the late 1960s.
Throughout the 1970s and into the early 1980s, a greater resource of strategies
and plans for evaluators to follow brought with h -a significant body of new and
practical models and approaches" (Kettle , 1994, p. 55). And, not only that, a
new concern for professional standards of practice in program evaluation began
to emerge (Patton, 1982). Since that time, the professionalism of evaluat ion has
grown and both new and old models continue to be debated in the literature
today (Janes. 1993).
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So, having looked back, we can see what has really happe ned with
respect to evaluation research over the past 50 years . Was there in fact a
significa nt or distinctive North American contribution to evaluatio n research
during the 1970s1 Well, the practice and theory of evalua tion did begin evolving
more rapidly, including an increased use of qualitative research methodology .
The 1970s also saw the development of more evaluation models and
approac hes. Validating the methodology became commonplace, and models
(both new and old) became more refined as a result. All of this activity with
respect to evaluation was accompanied by a rise in concern for professional
standards, and more frequen t debate within the literature. In summary, North
America contributed to evaluation during the 1970s with an increased and more
accurate resource of strategies and plans for evaluators to follow.
The Evolution of Evaluation
According to Worthen and Sanders (1987), "evaluat ion serves to identify
strengths and weaknesses, highlight the good. and expose the faulty, but not to
correct problems..... (p. 9). In earlier days, the latter was typically seen as a big
short-fall. As mentioned earlier, at that time evaluation was measuremen t-
based, and the emphasis was placed more on the outcome and not on the
process of getting to that point. The process was more summative than
formative. Evaluation had mostly a quantitative perspective •..Iooking at the facts
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and figures , but not con sidering the individual(s) or the program(s) being studied.
Practition ers were attempting to use a scientific approach to eva luation ;
however, it soon became quite obvious that evaluation by itself, when used in
this mann er, did not really seem to effect a prop er solution (Wo rthen and
san ders, 1987). Desp ite the fact that exa mination results and continuou s
assessment actually measured outcomes , they dAdnot realty provide
suggestions or indicate a need for further information andlor explanation
(Thorpe , 1993). There was finally a dramatic reanzatioe - evaluation and
assessment were not the same thing.
Evaluat ion began to evolve more as a proce ss, providing greater choice to
researchers and practitioners alike. As eva luation began to change from an
algorithmic methodol ogy to a more heuri stic methodology, it became very
situat ion-specific. Wrth each use , the evaluation methodolog y had to change to
fit the circumstance - there would not always be a situation to suit every
evaluation model. Therefore, mode ls were conti nua lly being adapted and/o r new
ones invented in order to meet every need (Worth en and Sanders , 1987). And ,
a guiding prin ciple came to be that if an evaluation was done property, it had the
abitity to provide a wide va riety of sensible a1tematives which might be used to
improve, and/o r co uld be incorporated into, the learning proc ess (Gube, 1969).
Althoug h, as Guba (1969 ) points out, there wou ld always be the underfying
premise that evaluations were not designed to estab lish any universal rules or
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laws. They just made judgments about whatever phenomenon was being
studied .
Varying Philosophical Stance s
In more recent times, the only short -fan appears to be that of the decision -
making process. That is to say, evaluato rs are apparen tly being hindered in
trying to determine .. ..what evalu ation methodologies are most productive and
what kinds of inform ation de livered under what circu mstances would be most
valuable" (Guba , 1969, p. 36). According to Worthen and Sanders (1987)
evaluato rs no long er have the lUXUry of remaining within any single inquiry
paradigm. They state:
Every evaluation approach has some unthinking
discip les who are convin ced that a particular
approach to evaluation is right for every
situation ...they unthinkingly follow a chose n
evaluation approach into battle without first making
certa in the proposed strategy an d tactics fitthe terrain
and will attain the desired outcomes of the campaign
(p. 14O).
Evaluation has essentia lly become an activity aimed at determining the
value of certain materials , prog rams, or efforts; and therefore, it has the potent ial
to indude several different discipl ines. The re is also the fact that evaluation
practition ers are drawn from a wKte range of acad emic disciplines and
profess ions (Rossi and Freeman, 1993 ). Acco rding to Rossi and Freeman
(1993) , "differences in outlook [can be] retated to the motivations of evaluators
and to the settin gs in which they work'"(p. 33) .
Despite a justified need for. and the exis1ence of, d iversity within the field
of evaluation , Glass and Ellett (1980) still bel ieve that all evaluations require
some sort of "intellectual discipli ne applied to the task of o rganizing and
defending the va rious strateg ies, principles, and methods· (p. 212 ). This
sentiment is echoe d by Guba (1969) as well, who coined the term "echnology of
evaluation · (p. 38) . Theref ore, it is in this conte xt that Worthen and Sanders
(1987) provide a descrip tion of five factors that an evaluator needs to consider
before choos ing an approp riate philosophical orientation :
1. the credibility of results repo rted to evaluation
clients;
2. the need for exploration when studying unknown
phenome na;
3. the importance of understanding or explaining
findi ngs;
4. the need to be sensitiv e to em erging or hidden
issues during the eva luation;
5. the importa nce of thoroughly addressing qu estions
posed by the client (tha t is, meeting the cl ient's
expectations) when plann ing an evaluatio n (p. 49).
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According to Worthen and Sanders (1987), there is nothing wrong with
following a particular persuasion, but it just has to be done intelligently.
Remember, "a model may be possible , but it is not always useful in a given state
of knowled ge" (Kaplan, 1964 , p. 279). Therefore, it is crucial to know when and
where an approach is not applicab le, as well as when and how to apply it
(Worthen and Sanders , 1987). It is also important to know the assumptions and
limitations of the methodology that is being used (Worthen and Sanders , 1987).
Lertpradist (1990) suggested that one way of understanding the
numerous evaluation models is to compare them with one another. Worthen and
Sanders (1987) taxonomy classifies the main approaches to evaluation into
essentia lly six catego ries. Table 1 is a summary of their comparative analysis of
the categories. As can be seen, there are a number of evaluatio n models and a
variety in taxonomies to give order to these models.
Table 1. Taxonomy of the six approaches to evaluation (adapted from Worth en and Sanders. 1987)
CATEGORY Objectives-oriented Management-Oriented Consumer-Oriented Bxpenise-Orieeied Adversary.()riented Naturalistic&.
PaJ1icioanl.Qriented
PURPOSE Determine the exten t Provide useful Provide inform ation Provid e profe ssional Provide. balanced Understand and
to wh ich objectives infonnation lo a id in about educational judgments o f quality. examination of all ponraythe
are achieved. making decisions. productsto aid stde s ofconrroveesial comp lcxit iesofan
decis ions about issue s or highlighling educational activity,
purchases or both stren gths end responding to an
ado ptions. weaknesses of a audience's
program. requirementsfor
info rma tion.
!
MAJOR Specify measura ble Provide rat iona l Use criteria chec klists Base judgments en Use of public Reflect multiple ;
CHARACTER· objectives-use decision-making, to analyze products, indi vidual know ledge hearings, use of realitie s, use of ,
IST ICS objective instnunents eva luate all stages of prodUCItest ing, and experience, U5Cof opposi ng point s of induc tive reasoni ng
to gather data, search program informing consumers. consenslilstandards, view, deci sio n based and discovery , !
for discrepancies deve lopment. team sile visilatioll5. on arguments heard firsthandexpericnce ,
between objectives duringprocccdings. on site . .
and performance.
,
,
PAST USES Curriculum 1'<0",", Consumer report s, self-study, blue- Exam ination of Examination of ~[development, development. prodUCI deve lopment . ribbonpancls. con trovcnial iMOvatiOfls or change i
moni toringstudcnt institutional selection of producu accred itation, programsori 5.~\JCS, about which lijt le is i
achievement, needs management system s, fordimmination . examination by policy hearings. kooloOn, ethnographies ,
~,. program planni ng, comeunee, criticism. of operating
,
accountability. program s.
r
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Based upon the above analysis, there are six prominent models (Table 2)
that can be assigned to represent these six categories (Guba and Lincoln, 1981).
Table 2. Six models, each representing one of the
approaches to evaluation (adapted from Guba and
Uncoln.1981)
Taxonomy: Worthen & Sanders Model: Guba & Uncoln
Objectives-Oriented Tyler's Model
Management·Oriented CIPPModel
(i.e., Context·lnput·Process·Produet)
Consumer·Oriented Scriven Model
Expertise-Oriented Connoisseurship Model
Adversary·Oriented Judicial (Ouasi-Legal) Model
Naturalistic & Participant-Qriented Stake's Responsive Model
Obiectves-Oriented.Approach
The first evaluation method examined is the Objectives-Oriented
approach which is also known as the scientific approach. The Objectives-
Oriented approach measures leaming gains from the objectives of the program.
According to House (1980) , program success would be measured by an
assessment of the discrepancy between the stated objectives and the program
outcomes .
The chief propon ent of Objectiv es.Qriented evaluation was Ralph W.
Tyler. His model became known as the Tyler Model (Guba and Lincoln, 1981;
Worthen and Sanders, 1987). Ty4er'sapproach was a comparative cee. The
model depended on the use of two groups. an experimental and a control group .
using pre- and post-tests administered to each group - essentially a summative
approach:(Guba and UtlcxXn. 1981).
The greatest strength of the Tyler Model is its simplicity - measuring
leaming gains with in a treatment group . However. one prominent weakness
inherent to th is approach is that it focuses exd usivefy on using objectives as the
standards (Kennedy and Kerr. 1995). Th is makes it rather inflexib le in nature,
and results in what could be called a very narrow evaluation. Worthen and
Sanders (1987), described some other disadvantag es to this approach::
no attempt to evaluate the objectives themselves;
critical outcomes and unanticipated effects are ignored;
possible alternatives in planning are ignored;
an over-emphasis on testing . thus promoting a linear method to
evaluatio n.
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Manag ement-Orien ted Appmach
The second method of evalua tion examined is the Management-<>riented
approach. This is a very different approach than that of Tyler . According to
Guba and Lincoln (1981), the Managemen t-Qriented approach is based on the
concept that evaluation does not need an objectives orientation . but rather needs
to focus on what decis ions are being made, who is making them , and on what
schedule , using what criteria.
The chief proponent of the Managemen t..()riented approach was Daniel
Stufflebeam who proposed a four-stage evaluation process known by its
acronym, CIPP (Context. Input, Process, Product) - a systems approach to
educational evaluati on (Worthen and Sanders , 1987). This type of eva luation is
directed at the dec ision-makers within the organizat ion or program requiring the
evaluation. The CIPP Model assumes that importa nt decisions can be identified
in advance, and that the decision-making process is Orderly, rational, and
systematic - hence pred ictable. Using Stufflebeam 's Model, decis ions are made
about inputs to the system, processes within the syst em, and outputs of the
system. And, withi n the system being studied , it is the decis ion-makers'
concems , information needs, and criteria for effectivene ss that guide the
direction of the evaluation. Neva (1986), stated that the CIPP Model assesses
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the merits of a program 's goals , the quality and extent to which the plans are
carried out , and the worth of its outcomes.
The CIPP Model is designed in such a way that each stage is a separate
evaluation in itself (Borg and Gall, 1989). The approach provides rationality and
order to evaluation tasks. The advantages of such a model seem numerous .
For example, Cross (1992), indicated that evaluator recommendations or
decisions are usually conside red thoroughly informed due to the CIPP Model 's
own comprehensiveness. It goes beyond the objectives theory-base, and
"appears to be an excellent model for projects with multi-dimensionality and
scope" (Janes , 1993, p. 40). It has even been used extensively in the evaluation
of educational programs (Cross, 1992). Brookfield (1986), noted that
Stufflebeam's Model allows for the acknowledgment of concerns for "the
influence of institutional priorities , the impact of individual personalities, and the
prevailing political climate " (p. 270).
However, there are also quite a few limitations to the CIPP Model
including the fact that methodology is exceedingly scant, and the guidelines for
implementation are somewhat lacking. There is a lack of emphasis on values
(Kennedy and Kerr, 1995) in that the values of all interest groups in the program
are ignored, in favour of meeting the information needs of one group, the
managers. Also, like Tyler's Model, the CIPP Model ignores the need for
evaluation standards. It makes assumptions about the rationa lity of decision-
makers; assumptions about the openness of the decision-ma king process: and it
seems to ignore human relations and politics (Guba and Uncol n. 1981).
Furthennore. the approach can be quite costly and complex to administer, along
with being time and labour intensive.
Consl lmer=l)rjented Awmadl
The third approach to evaluation examined is the Consumer-Qriented
approach. Also known as the GoaJ-Free Modet, this method of evaluation was
developed by Michael Scriven in the late 19605. It was proposed as an
alternative to the goal-based models of the time. Scriven recognized that many
evaluations did not take into account the side effects or inadvertent products of
programs, and suggested evaluations be conducted without the evaluator
knowing the program's goals or objectives (Janes, 1993).
Scriven's Goal~Free Model focuses on the effects, rather than the goals or
decisions. Essentially, his approach examines the impact on the consumer or
dien tele or, the broader impacted population for that matter. The Goal-Free
Model makes a particular effort to "include the identffication of non-target
populations that are impacted, show unintended effects. and hidden costs to the
consumer and society" (Kennedy and Kerr, 1995. p. 5--1).
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Some key points in regard to the Goal-F ree appro ach are:
The eva luator must avoid learning of program's goa ls.
The program's goals are not pennitted to focus the evaluation
narrowty.
The eva luato r avoids contact withprogra m managers and
administrators as much as possible .
The eva luator actively seeks information on unanticipated effects and
side effects of the program (Scriven, 1986) .
The Goa l-Free Model evaluates the actual effects of the prog ram, rather
than anticipated or intended effects (Le., it purposely ignores the goa ls that are
set). The approach is "inductive and hol istic by desi gn" (Patton , 1990 , p. 116).
The actua l effects are judged in tenns of meeting the demonstrated needs of
consumers. Thus. if an evaluator found that a program fulfilled a need , the
program would be deemed a success . Even in the absence of stated objective s
an evaluation can still take place.
The Consumer-Qriented approach has broad app lication and is easy to
implement Eva luations of this type will give rise to unintended outcomes or side
effects in program s - those that goal-based models usually miss (Worthen and
Sanders, 1987). In addition, the Goal- Free Model being essentially 'goaJ-free',
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with no ties to the goals and objectives established for the program. tends to
control the level of bias that may enter the evaluation findings (Kett le. 1994).
Unfortunately, Scrive n's method for evaluation "has little direction in
assigning relative weights to the various criteria" (Kennedy and Kerr. 1995, p. 5-
13). There is also no mechanism provided for assessing the validity of one's
judgments. And, the model would seem useful only for external evaluators. This
was explained by Kettle (1994) , who stated that "internal evaluators are likely to
be too close to the program to avoid being aware of, and influenced by, the
intended program goals" (p. 76).
ExpertiseoOrienle~proacb
The fou rth approach to evalua tion, the Expertise-Oriented approach, is
probably the oldest and most widely used of all the models (Worthen and
Sanders, 1987). It assumes the evalua tor is a recognized expert in the area to
be evaluated. The basis of this approach is subjective professional judgmen t.
The chief propon ent of the Expertise-Oriented approach was E.W. Eisner, who
proposed the Connoi sseurship Model. According to Guba and Lincoln (1981) ,
"data collection . analysis, processing and interpretation take place within the
mind of the judge and are not open to direct inspection" (p. 19). Essentially, the
evaluator is at the center of the process with all elements revolv ing around
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hisJher perceptions and sensibilities, using qualitative techniques (Kennedy and
Kerr ,1995). The emphasis in this approach is the search for quality.
Stufflebeam and Webster (1983), state that the purpose of a connoisseur-based
study is to "describe critically, appraise, and illuminate the particular mertts of a
given object" (p. 35) . "It is particularly beneficial for programs where the expert is
highly respected within his or her field and where the audience has considerable
confidence in that person's ability to provide an illumination of the nature and
value of the program" (Kettle, 1994, p. 78).
Drawbacks to the Expertise-Oriented approach include the fact that the
judgments may be based on personal biases. The evaluatio n relies on the
expertise of the evaluator who does not have to disclose the bases for hisJher
judgments about quality (Stufflebeam and Webster, 1983).
Adversary-Oriented Approach
The fifth approach is the Adversary-Oriented approach . Two of the chief
proponents of this approach were T.R. Owens and R.L. Wolf, who designed the
Jud icial Mode l (the Quasi-Legal Model). They indicate d that the legal system
should be used as a basis for modeli ng evalua tion. According to Worthen and
Sanders (1987), the Adversary-Oriented approach aspired to balance probable
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bias, "attempting to assure fairness by incorporating both positive and negative
views into the evaluation itself' (p. 114).
Owens and Wolf suggested using two opposing teams who would work
independently, their goal being to portray the strongest possible case for and
against the program. As explained by Janes (1993), "an evalua tion is
advarsarial if both sides of the question or issue are argued, one side by
advocates (in favour) and the other by adversaries (opposed)" (p. 43). The
teams then present their findings to a jury for a judgment (Patton, 1982). The
Owens and Wolf process is mostly used in arbitrations or by external evalua tors
who have no stake in the program (Kennedy and Kerr, 1995).
The Jud icial Model centers itself on decisions, primarily whether or not to
continue wtth the program being examined (Patton , 1982). This is basically a
summative approach to evalua tion. Furthermore, an adversarial evaluation
could be termed a 'meta-evajuation' in that more than one evaluatio n is done,
and one, in a sense, will evaluate the othe r. So. through opposing viewpoints ,
an Adversary -Oriented approach will reveal both positive and negative points to
consider. Therefore, the informat ion collected is broad, as is the scope or
methodology of the study . Essentially, there are two separate evaluat ions taking
place at the same time by two different groups, and this results in diversity with
respect to data collection methods .
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One of the advantages in using the Judicial Model for an eva luation is that
it can easily be combined with other approaches. In addition, the legal system
has a reputa tion of cre di bility and thus, an Advers ary -Ori ented approac h is more
tikety to have little resistance from stakeholders. The Adversary Model is
bel ieved to provide the decisk>n-maker with a high quality of information . This
bel ief originates from the idea that "truth is bette r served . and decisions more
confidently made, when the responsibility to investigate the veracity of opposng
sides is divided and segregated between assig ned investigators" (Kettle, 1994 ,
p. 86).
However, the legal jargon may confuse the issue , and , he mod el
depends on both sides being equally able in [he defense and argument of a
pos ition " (Janes, 1993 , p . 45) . And , as stated by Worthen and Sand ers (1987),
the re is also the lack of an appeal process as wel l as th e man ipulation of data
during the debate. In some situa tions, information migh t even be reve aled just
for the sole purpose of winning (Janes, 1993).
The last method of eva luat ion is the Part icipan t-Oriented approa ch. On e
of the ch ief proponents for this evaluation methodology was Robert Sta ke, who
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proposed the Responsive Model. Stake thought that every program was
different, with different evaluation needs , and that there was no one way to
evaluate (Janes, 1993). Guba and Uncoln (198 1), believed tha1 Stake's
Responsive Model was the most meaningful and useful approach to performing
an evaluation.
Stake (1983), stated that while his responsive evaluatio n model was
original, it was based on an old ideology; namely , the idea that evaluation
involves observing and reacting - things people would naturally be inclined to do.
However, the Participant-Oriented approach "deman ds first hand knowledge and
experience on the part of evalua tors, who have to participate in the setting in
order to conduct the evalua tion. It also demands that program participants have
a voice in the evaluat ion, and that their information needs are mer (Kenne dy
and Kerr, 1995, p. 8-1). So, it is responsive to the wishes of the stakeholding
audiences connected to a particular evaluation, thus increasing the usefulness of
the findings for those people .
Accord ing to Patton (1982), evalua tors using the Responsive Model must
rely on certain qualitative assumptions which include :
.. ...the importance of understanding people and
programs in context ; a commitment to study naturally
occurring phenomena without introducing external
controls or manipul ation ; and the assump tion that
und erstanding emerges most meaningfully from an
ind uctive anaJysis of ope n-e nded, detail ed.
descriptive, and quotiv e data gathered through direct
con tact with the prog ram and its participants .. (p. 55).
In summary, an evaluation woul d be considered responsive if:
it focuse s on the issues and con cem s of all stake holding gro ups;
it is eme rgent in design;
it responds to participant requirements for information;
it uses qu alitative or natu ralistic method s;
it is sensitive to the ~ura[istic va lues of pa rticipan ts and dients;
the diffe rent val ue-perspectives present are referred to in reporting the
success and failure of the program (Ke nnedy and Kerr, 1995; Stake ,
19 77) .
A major advantage of using Stake's Respon sive Model is that it is flexi ble
enough to use any or an parts of other models in order to achieve a specified
goal (e.g., pre-t ests and post-tests from the Tyler Model. any tech nique that is
unique to the CIPP Model) . Guba and Uncoin (1986 ). state that a responsive
evaluation is advantageous for evaluation sponsors who are concerned with
informing program audiences about a program's value. This type of evaluation
serves and speaks to the community at larg e. "It requ ires a high level of
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interaction between the evaluator and the audiences involved in the program .
and thereby gives all audiences a sense of control and ownership of the
evaluation- (Kettle , 1994 , p. 96) .
However, there are also limitations to the Responsive Model. These
include the tend ency for Stake's model to be subjective in nature. Any time
evaluators inte ract with stakeholders in an evaluation for the purpose of formin g
an opinion. then the evaluator is being subjectively mvoved. However, this may
not be neqatve: it could be consi dered a strength .
Another potential limitation of the Responsive Model is that the needs of
some audiences or audience groups may domin ate simply because they are
more capable of asserti ng and articula ting their wants and needs (Logs don,
Taylo r, and Blum, 1988). Furthermore, the Responsive Model could be at a
disadvantage due to it's heuristic methodology. When using this approach, "the
evaluators do not have a clear , proce dural or step-by-step path to follow" (Kettle ,
1994. p. 97). Acco rding to Sadle r (198 1), this may present difficulties,
particularly for novice eva luators . because "the com peting needs of the multip le
audiences can place extreme demand s on the organizational, inform ation
mana gement , and negotia tion skills of the evaluator" (Kett le, 1994, p. 97). In
addition, such methodology could also be considered labour intensive and rather
time consuming (Kennedy and Kerr , 1995).
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Review of Relevant Research Studies
Research Study One
Lertpradist (1990) used the Responsive Evaluation Model in her three-
month evaluation of the Artificial Fish Breeding Training Program for the
Department of Fisheries in Thailand. According to Lertpradist (1990) , it initially
seemed that the naturalistic approach lacked what she considered to be the
necessary prescription for implementation as a model. However, using Stake's
guidelines, she was able to adapt eight of the twelve recurring events of
responsive evaluation to the setting in question.
The training program studied by Lertpradist was one of six sections within
the Fisheries Extension Division for the Department of Fisheries in Thailand
(Lertpradist, 1990). This particular program was directly responsible for all
"fishery training programs, including preparing training curricula and plans for
aquaculture, and fishery industrial development training" (p. 92). The program
included both natural and artificial fish breeding training, and was comprised of
approximately 200 participants, of which about 30 took part in this pilot study
(Lertpradist, 1990).
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The procedure used by Lertpradist followed a dock diagram (Fig ure 1)
which was essentially comprised of eight prom inent even ts in respon sive
evaluation modified from Stake (1976). Fr.rt. she kientffied the various
audiences invotved in or associat ed with this train ing program. Next. she used
interviews and brief written questionn aires to determine the concerns and issues
of these audiences. The concerns were found to rang e from things such as
bas ic curriculum development. 10program improvement. and schedulin g
concern s. It was from these concems and issues. as well as audience need,
that she then set standa rds which were 10 be used in the evaluation, and these.
in tum, had to be app roved by each of the audtences at the impleme ntation
stage of the eva luat ion (Lertpradist, 1990 ). When formul ating these standards, it
became evide nt that the training program could be broke n down into seven
separate components for evaluation . The researcher believed that "separate
examination of components would lead to [a] bett er und erstand ing- (Stake. 1975.
p. 23). The next step. according to Lertp radist (1990), was to OIganize an
evaluation team of fou r people. and these individ uals were to attend all training
sessons of the specifi ed training prog ram. The evaluation team employed
several 'naturalis tic' methods for gathering information such as observatio n,
interviews (both structured and unstru ctured), pho tog raphic record ing, audio
recording, as we ll as docum ent and record analysis (lertp radist, 1990 ).
Following the observation periods, all data were analyzed qual itatively using
semantic content analys is as described by KrippendOfff (1980) , and the
evaluation reports were then prepared.
Apply
ailerial
........
F"lQure1. Adaptation of Stake 's Prominent Events in Responsive
Evaluation as JIIustrated by Lertpradist (1990 , p. 99).
What Lertpradist (1990 ) found was that the Responsive Evaluation Model
provided the opportunity for prolonged interaction with. and exposure to, the
training prog ram, thus giving wha t she called a •...true picture ..... and
•.•.dissipated the possibility of events as obse rved being an isola ted occurrence-
(p. 141). It was felt that the chosen model did provide detaOed data on program
strengths and weaknesses, and zeroed in on areas in need of improvement. In
fact, it appeared that thi s naturalistic approach to eva lua tion had prov ided an
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excess of data .....gleaned from the application of a variety of data gathering
techniques: and •...data collected through one technique or sou rce were
compared and contrasted with data from other sources , establishing validity and
consistency" (Lertpra dist, 1990 , p. 141) . It also had the advantage of
.....pennitting participants to communicate in their own language, and to feel that
they are part of the evaluation process" (lertpradist, 1990 , p. 145). l ertpradist
conc luded by giving a glow ing repo rt on the benefits of emergent design. It
apparently proved good for program eva luation, as it perm itted the evalua tors to
consider and react to unant icipated data typ ical of real world settings whe re, as
Lertprad ist (1990) stated, .....eac h progra m context exerts its own influence on
the sha pe ot the program" (p. 142).
Lertpradist (1990) did provide some recommendations concerning the use
of Stake's Respon sive Mode l. She recommended that •...multiple approaches to
data collection be used to guard against evalua tor bias and to establish some
measure of reliability" (p. 144). She warned that, 'While the mod el is suited to
the extensi on setti ng, it is both time-consuming and expensive to implement" (p.
145). And, she suggested that this type of evalua tion might not be feasib le if
evaluators do not possess knowle dge of naturalist ic approac hes and methods,
or when those who possess such expertise are not readily availa ble (Lert pradist,
1990).
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BesearctLStudyJwo
After the review of numerous evaluation models, Kettle (1994) , in his
evaluation of a Distance Education for Literacy Providers (DELP) Course, chose
to use a modified version of the Responsive Evaluation Model as well. The
subject of that evaluation was a pilot project of a course being offered jointl y by
the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador and the Canadian Government
designed to deliver "a distance mode educational development program to adult
literacy practitioners in the volunteer, college, and community-based sectors of
Newfoundland and Labrador" (Kettle, 1994, p. 1),
The Responsive Model was chosen for this evaluation because it was
seen to eliminate something referred to by Kettle (1994) as "elitist intentions " (p.
101). Stake's Model appeared to offer program participants, and the tocal
literacy providers for whom it was designed , just as much say in determining the
issues and concerns on which the evaluation would focus as it would to any
other audience group (Kettle , 1994). A participatory approach like this was
considered to have the potential for bringing evaluators closer to all audiences ,
and offering the most consultation, including the greatest opportunity for
feedback concerning course improvement (Le., how to make it even more
suitable for the practical realities of life, work and economics) (Kettle , 1994).
Overall, tt was thought that Stake's Model , as described by Kettle (1994),
••••would commun icate and demonstrate that subjectivity in evalua tion is as
epistemological ly va lid as obtectivity, and that a sUbjective methodology would
produce moreobvioustydirect links between their concerns and issuesand the
evaluation outcome s" (p. 10 1).
The procedure used by Kettle (1994 ) dosely followed that used by
Lertpradi st (1990). From guidelin es provided by Stake (1976), the twelve
prominent events in responsive evaluation were modified down to eight. and
these etght events were depicted in a clock diagram as Figure 1 mustrated. The
methodol ogy involved both interviews and observations. A series of prel iminary
interviews were used to identify all program audiences . Sem t-struetured
interviews and short telephone-admini stered questionnaires were used to gather
the conce ms and issues of these audiences . Next, all docum ents and program
materials associa ted with the development and implementation of the course
were then analyzed. Finally, from the concems and issues of audience group s,
as well as the goals and objectives obtained from the course documents , the
standards and crite ria tor their measurement were devised . According to Kettle
(1994) , once created , these evaluation standards were then presented to each of
the audiences for approval. It was importan t for the standa rds to be accep table
to all those involved because it was thes e standards that would be used as
mea surem ents by the evaluators in making judgments about the program itself
(Kettle. 1994).
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Data was collected via several different means. Basically , at least one
member of the evaluation team attended each weekly meeting , and observations
were made and documented (Kettle , 1994). For that purpose, an observation
form was developed to assist in relating observations to the standards and their
criteria . In addition, periodically during one of these weekty meetings, in-depth
tace-to- tace interviews were conducted with a significantly smaller sampling of
participants (Kettle, 1994). Next, upon comp letion of the program, short semi-
structured telephone interviews were conducted to determine participant
experien ces and feelings concerni ng the program (Kett le, 1994). And one more
time, approximately six months after the program was complete d, a final
assessment was performed . This instrumen t was also administered via
telephone, and took the form of a structured questionnaire. Once this was done,
all data were analyzed quantitatively and/or qualitatively, and an evaluation
report was then prepared .
Kettle (1994) concluded that the Responsive Evaluation Model
.....represents an effective, efficient, rigorous, and socially appropriate
methodology for evaluating small to medium scale community-based distance
educatio n programs (p. 152). Acco rding to Kettle (1994), the participant-
oriented approach .is very democratic in that it solicits the concerns and issues
of all stakeholding audiences associated with a program, and measures program
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outcomes in relation to them," which means .....the participants are given a sense
of control and ownership.." by placing value on their problems and responding to
their needs with appropriate resolutions (p. 153).
Research Shldy Three
Janes (1993) pertormed an evaluation of a graduate distance education
course offered by Memorial University of Newfoundland. Once again, a modified
version of Stake 's Responsive Evaluation Model was selected as the preferred
approach. The subject of her evaluation was an introductory, but required
course for three separate specialty programmes in the Degree of Master of
Education Program offered by Memorial University of Newfoundland (Janes ,
1993). Apparently, the Responsive Evaluation Model was chosen because of
.....its flexibility, its comprehensiveness, and [recently] its particular application to
other distance education programs [or settings] (Janes, 1993, p. 62). Janes
also seemed to be influenced by the fact that .the basic framework for data
correction [in a responsive evaluation] is the concerns and issues of the various
stakeholders - or audiences - of the program being evaluated" (i.e. , it .....focused
on audience information needs .....) (p. 63).
As expected, the procedure used by Janes (1993) closely followed that
used by both Kettle (1994) and Lertpradist (1990) , and her methodology was
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based on the same modificati on of Stake's clock illustration (Figure 1).
Essentially, her approach comprised eight out of the twelve prominent events for
a responsive evaluation as illustrated by Stake (1976) . According to Janes
(1993) , the evaluation process began by identifying the various stakeholders,
then there was a survey of all such audiences for the purpose of gathering
jntormation on their concerns and issues . Then a number of evaluation
standards based on these concerns were set. The next step was gathering the
data, for which she used several means, including document and record
analysis , interviews, and written ques tionnaires. The re was a pre-test based on
the course objectives given to each leamer , and this was done to establish their
entry level knowledge regarding the subject matter (Janes, 1993). As a follow-
up, a post-test (the same as the pre-test) was administered at the end of the
course to establish learners ' knowledge of subject matter at course completion
(Janes, 1993) . Apparently, all other documen Vrecord analysis was frequent and
on-going, and all observations were documented by the researcher herself .
Interviews were conducted both fonnally and informally. throughout the course
offering. The re were even transcripts of the two teleconference sessions which
were analyzed for pertinent data related to criteria and/or standards. "Also
analyze d were the assignments, projects, and examinations submitted by
students, and the grades submitte d by the course instructor" (Janes, 1993. p.
67). And finally, there was a student evaluation questionnaire that was
admin istered at the end of the course. According to Janes (1993), .....this
instrument had two parts: the first part sought feedback from learners on the ir
cognitive experiences. and the second part measured learne rs' affective course
experiences'" (p. 66 ). Once aUdata had been collected, it was an analyzed
tog ether. and an evaluation report was then written.
Janes (1993) came to the conclusion tha t the Respons ive EvaluatiOn
Model was•...the most flexible and/or adaptable for evaluation in higher
education , distan ce education setti ngs· (p. 116) . She was espe cially imp ressed
that every stakehol der pa rticipated in the evaluation process . and all had an
equal opportunity for input. Furthennore. the naturaflStic methodology gave her
(th e evaluato r) •••.the opportunity for protracted interaction with and expos ure to
pa rtici pan ts,· and th is in tum provided •••.a reliabl e pictu re of the program. and
lessened the poss ibil ity of events as observed be ing isol ated occurrences· (po
117).
Uke Lertp radist (1990) , Janes (1993) felt that th is model provi ded ·_.rich
mat erial from a multipfieity of sou rces and data gathering proced ures; and that
data co llect ed through one method or source could be ••••com pa red and
contrasted with other data to ens ure significance . val idity and consistency" (po
117). SimRarty, there was a glow;ng report on the benefits of emergent des ign.
According to Jane s (1993) . .....[it] gave the evaluator the opportunity to respond
to unpred ieted data," and this is of course especiaUy important in an y •...rea l
wortd setti ng where influences of or reactions to a program cannot always be
foreseen" (Jan es, 1993 , p. 118 ).
Janes also prcMcIed some recommendations conceming the use of
Stake 's Respo nsiv e Model . She reiterated Le rtprad isfs (1990) comment that
this model was both time-consuming and expensive to follow; however. She still
suggested tha1 the modifi ed version, first used by Le rtpra dist (1990 ), -,.be
implemented ... the evalu ation at any future graduate level distance education
courses at Memorial Univ ersity of Newfoundland .••• (Janes, 1993. p. 123).
Summary
The Tyl er Model is not practical for this evaluation due to its summative
characteristics. Brookf ield (1986), suggeste d that lh is approach does not
ad equately consider differences in the experience s of reamers. nor their abil itie s
or interests . This particular evaluation study needs to be imp rovement-oriented,
or formative in nature. The idea is not just to test the effectiveness of certa in
objectives . Th is evalu ation should examine the value of ob jectives in and of
themselves. Therefore, th e Objectiv es-Qriented approach is cons idered too
narrow in scope. and inflexib le for this particular evaluation.
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The focus in an evaluation of Educat ion 6104 needs the input of all
stakehol ding audiences , including the decision-makers, the Instructors , the
students takin g the course and possibly others , making the CIPP Model
impractical. Brookfield (1986), implied that to conduct an evaluation of this type,
encompassing all stages of a program's development, it may consume more
time and energy than that expended in actually executing the program ttselt.
Therefore, Stufflebea m's Model is not deemed suitable, because of the restricted
time-frame. finances, and human resources.
Since the evaluation of Education 6104 is being done internally , by an
evaluator cognizant of course goals, the Goal-Free Model is not suitable .
Furthermore, the approach is costly to impleme nt and seems to require a highly
credible and competent evaluation expert with sufficie nt resources. Therefore ,
due to the associated cost and resource requirements , as well as a limited
research time-frame, Scriven's Goal-Free Model is unacceptable for this
evaluation.
The Connoisseurship Model is unaccepta ble because it is not feas ible to
hire a competent expert evaluator to examine Education 6104 at this time. In
addition, the stakeholders involved will require more data, based on more than
subjective evaluat ion (i.e., they will want more concrete data than just one
person 's opinion ).
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The Judicial Model , by its very nature , costs more than other evaluation
types simply because it incorporates two evaluation teams to look at the program
being studied. Also, there would be an added strain on the stakeholders who
would , in all likelihood , be subjected to multiple questionnaires, and interviews.
That is to say, all effortslinstruments would have to be duplicated. Therefore ,
this model would not be suitable for the evaluation in question . Obviously , it is
impractical because of budget , human resources, and time constraints .
The Participant-Oriented approach, in the term of Stake 's Responsive
Model , has been tried and tested in both distance education and graduate
education settings. Its emergent design offers flexibility and the use of
naturalistic, qualitative methods . In addition, there is a great deal of emphasis
placed on the concerns and issues from all representati ve stakeholding
audiences . and an ability to measure related performance outcomes based on
specific evaluation standards . So, it was decided that because evaluator
judgements would be linked to these newly formed standards , thus providing an
opportunity for a more significant and realistic evaluation, Stake's Responsive
Model would be the best approach for this study.
CHAPTER 3: EVAlUATION METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
Evaluation Design
Evalllrttjon Model
This study replicated the methodology of three previous research studies
as outl ined in Chapter 2. Uke Robe rt Stake. the researcher be lieved that any
given evaluation should be defined by the purposes and information needs of
any/all stakeholders . Therefore. the design of this study was a naturalistic one -
that of Stak e' s Respon sive Model - a Participant-Qri ented method of prog ram
evaluation. The choice of this model was not only based upon its previous use
in simAsr evaluations. but also on its grea t flexibility in design. methodology ,
implement ation . and follow--up. Education 6104 reflected innovation and cha nge
with respect to distance learning , especially in a graduate studies environment at
a university setting . UttIe was krlCMTl about the effectiveness of such a program,
and the responsive evaluation approach was designed to emphasize evaluation
issues that are impo rtant in this type of situa tion (Stake, 1983) .
Stake's Responsive Mode(. being emergent in design . focused on the
issues and concerns of the various stakeholders for Education 6104 (i.e .•
participants or students, staff , fac ulty and administra tors with Mem orial
University's Faculty of Education and irs Schools of Graduate Studies and
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Continu ing Studi es). Data were analyzed as collect ed, and subsequent
evaluation actMti es would then emerge from an ongoing analysis of this data
(Janes. 1993) . According to Janes (1993), ••••responsive evalua tion pe rmits the
inclusion of data from multiple sources and the collection of data through multiple
means, resulting in both quantita tive and qualit ative data and a comprehen sive
evaluation on all aspects of a given program- (p. 64 ).
As mentioned by Kettle (1994), Janes (1993), and Lertpradi st (1990),
Stake dev efoped a simple, heuristic diagram (see FlQure 2) to help descri be the
process needed to conduct a Respons ive evaluation. Although the series of 12
events in the diagram are laid out In the form of a clock. Stake empha sized that
the events themselv es need not be read in an exdusivety dockwise fashion (i.e.•
the prospective evaluator was free to move dockwise. counter-elockwise. cross-
d ockwise or, if events suggest, do several steps at the same time). In other
words, whateve r is needed to be responsive to the needs of the evalu ation
(Kettle. 1994; Jane s, 1993).
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The study will follow these guidelines for the design of Stake's
Respons ive Model:
FlQure 2. Procedure for Events in a Respo nsive Evalua tion
(adapted fromWorthen and Sanders . 1987).
Evah Wioo Pmeedure
In selecti ng a model for evaluating Education 6104, a modification of
Robe rt E. Stake 's Respons ive Evaluation Model as used by lertpradist (1990) ,
was selected (see Figure t , p. 38). This modified version of Stake's Model
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appeared to have the right combination of flexibility and comprehensiveness . Its
worthiness also seemed to have bee n proven throu gh prior applications within
the distance education environment (lertpradist, 1990; Janes, 1993; and Kettle ,
1994) .
FonnaJ data collection involved the gathering of information us ing variou s
n struments and methods including document and record anatysis, inteMews,
and writte n questionnai res. First of all, a stude nt profi le sheet and a pre- test
were prepared and sent out 10 all students enrol led in the course. The student
profi le sheet was to provide certain .....demographic data on learners, ind uding
their educational back grou nds, age range , professional backgrounds, and career
experiences- (Jan es, 1993 , p. 66) . The pre-test, on the other hand, wa s based
on the objectives of th e course . 11 was used to establ ish the entry-level
knowledge of learners rega rding the subject matter of the course in question.
Later in the evaluation process, results from this initia l survey were then
matched-up with thos e from a duplica te post-test. Data from the post -test were
collected at the end of the course , and the comb ined data from both surveys
enabled the eva luato r to determ ine whether, in fact. learning had actually taken
place.
The next step wa s to identify and survey all stakeholders havi ng any form
of invdvement with the Education 6104 course. The purpose of th is survey was
to gather information on the concerns and issues that these stakeholders held.
In essence , this mform ation could vary from concem s about the course content,
to the administra tion of the course , to perhaps even the whole distance
education mifleu . Idea lly, the concems and issues survey was to provide every
stakehol der with an opportunity fo r input into the eva luation itself. The
evaluation could then di rectly address their concems and issues, and had the
potential to examine their own particular questions. Essentially, it provided the
evaluator with a perspective on wha t the actual expectations were for the course
and the evalu ation . Hence, the eval uation was hopeful ly con du cted in a manner
that was suita ble to all.
There remained the question as to how success shoul d be
measured/determ ined . For this purpos e, the evaluator chose to 'ccncepfualtze
issues and probl ems" (Worthe n and Sanders. 1987, p. 136) thro ugh the
development of Eva luation Standa rds. These standards were devised based
upon a compilation of the col lective concerns and issues, and in combination
with the overa ll goals and objectives for the course itself . Following the
evolution of these standards, representative criteria needed to be developed for
each . The criteria were to assist in determining whether the standards were
actually being reached. Therefore, each set of criteria meas ured success for the
associ ated sta ndard, and all the standards togethe r wou ld present the basis for
the evaluation, just as Stake had intended.
Once the perti nent information was collected from the various
stakeholdet's, and the standards and criteria developed, the more traditional form
of data collection was begun . The most important thing with respect 10 data
collectio n was found to be the most obvio us: when atte mpti ng a responsive-style
evaluation, the gathering of data shOUldbe defin ed by the kinds of information
being sought Worthen and Sanders (1987) provid ed some good examples for
the type of infonnation tha t a responsive evaluato r should be looking for:
descriptive information about the object of
eva luation and its conlext;
infonnation responsive to conce rns (docu menting
the m, seeki ng causes and consequences , and
identifying possible actions);
infonnation respons ive to issue s (clarifying them ,
identifying potential courses of action 10 reso lve
the m) ; and
infonnation about values (d arifyi ng them , finding
out about the ir source and degree of conviction)
(p. 139- 140) .
In evaluating Educa tion 6104, the evaluator cho se both formal and
informal approaches to accou nt for specific criteria and/or to addre ss certain
issues . Interviews were conducted both forma lty and informally throughout the
entire course offering. and even before the course actually started. In his role as
the On-Site Coordinator for the Education 6104 course, the researcher/evaluator
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was in frequent communication with students, permitting him to function as
participant observer throughout the semester. Students often contacted him
seeldng assistance with readings as well as course assignments and/or exams,
and many times this provided the opportunity for random informal interviews on
course progress. Likewise. document and record analys is were frequent and
ongoing. The evaluator kept field notes on all contact from students seeking
assista nce whet her this be through tele phone conversations, face-ta-face
contact, or electroni c mail. Th e main focus for this method of analysis was the
specific type of assis tance require d by the leamers and the associated
responses and/or assistance prov ided by the On-Site Coord inator, as well as the
Course Instructor. The evaluator also had the opportunity to examine some of
the assign ments . projects, and examinations submitted by each student, as well
as their respective grades assigned by the Course Instructor.
One last instrument administered by the evaluator at the end of the course
was a studen t evaluation questionnaire. The purpose of this questionnaire was
to obtai n direct feedback from the students concerning their overa ll fee lings
toward the cou rse. or as Janes (1993) put it, "their ...affective course
experiences" (p. 66).
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The evaluation of the distance education version of Education 6104 took
place over a fourteen-month period . The intended procedure for this evaluation
was designed during the Fall Semester of 1995, but was not actually
implemented until the Winter Semester of 1996; however, even before the
course began , some data collection had already started. The data for the
evaluation were collected in several stages, each stage serving a different
function . Data gathered during the first few stages were entirely qualitative and
served the function of enabling the evaluator/researcher to establish evaluation
standards and criteria .
1. December 1995 - January 1996:
a) All stakeholders having any form of involvement with the Education
6104 course were identified.
b) An informal questionnaire was utilized to survey the stakeholders
regarding their concerns and issues for the Education 6104 course.
c) Student profile sheet and pre-test sent out with the course
materials package to all students known to be enrolled in the
course.
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d) Infonnation from the aforementioned surveys used to guide the
completion of a list of stand ards. which lead to the formation of
specific evaluati on procedures and instruments.
e) Criteria were generated to measure the degree of achieve ment for
these standards (i.e.• the representative meria acted as guide lines
for jUdgment).
2. February 1996:
Based upon the kinds of information being sought, the evaluator
chose both formal and informal approaches to account for specific
criteria and/or to address certain issues. All data then had to be
d assified in relation to the pre-de tennined standards and criteria .
3. Mid-April 1996:
a) The evaluator reviewed the major project and examinations
submitted by each student, as well as their respective grade s used
for assessment by the Course Instructor .
b) At the time of course completion, a duplicate survey 10 the pre-test
was mailed out to the students. This instrument was known as the
post-test, and the combined data from both the pre-test and the
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post-test were to reflect accurately whether learning had actually
taken place.
4. May - June 1996:
a) The main instrument used in post-course evaluation was an in-
depth formal questionnaire administered using telephone
interviews conducted during a seven-week period from May
through to June.
b) As the last instrument to be utilized by the evaluator, it was used as
an opportunity to elicit direct feedback from the students
concerning their overall feelings toward the course .
5. Ongoing (i.e., January - June 1996):
a) Informal interviews were ongoing between the evaluator and the
students throughout the entirety of its twelve-week duration , and
even before the course had actually started . The medium for this
contact ranged from telephone conversations and electronic mail,
to actual face-to-face meetings.
b) The evaluator kept notes (i.e., field notes) for later analysis.
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c) The evalua tor was regularly monit oring assignments and othe r
documen ts/ records.
6. July t 996 - March 1997:
a) The evaluator summarized the data collected from all sources. and
perfonned a combination of quantita tive and qual itative analyses.
The type of analysis perfonned was entirely depend ent upon the
method of collectiOn used and the kind of information being sought
b) The task for the evaluator over this time period was to assess wha t
criteriahad been met. and in tum. the degree to which particula r
standards had been reached.
c) Art irl-depth assessment of all the data had to be perfonned to
detennine whe ther all questions were indeed addressed.
7. The fina l l ew months lead to the generation of a lonnal repo rt. and this
provided the evaluator with an opportunity to make his comments,
ccocusions. and recom mendations.
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Evaluation Methodology
Stakeholde r Identification
SOc: audience groups were identified as having a particular stake in the
Education 6104 course and its success or fail ure. In no specific order, these
groups were ide ntified as fol lows:
1. The students actually enrolled in the Education 6104 course.
2. The Instructor. who was responsible for both the course design. and the
delivery of the first offerings of Educa tion 6104 by distance.
3. The course design and development team inclu ding the Course Instructor.
severa l instructional developers. and an eva luator .
4 . The Sc:hooIof Continuing Educa tion. who were responsible for funding the
development of the course and also fo r the administratio n of the course
delivery system. More specifically, the Director of Continuing Studies .
and the Assistant Director for their Divisionof Educational Technology
were given an opportunity to provide comments.
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5. The Faculty of Education, in particular the Associate Dean of Graduate
Programmes, and Members of the Faculty's Graduate Studies Committee ,
since it was these individuals who gave initial approval for the
development of the course .
6. The School of Graduate Studies (more specifically, the Dean of Graduate
Studies), who grants approval for all graduate course and progra mme
offerings, and who develop the regulations governing the offering of
distance education courses .
All individuals contacted were identified as representing at least one of
these stakeholder groups . Contact was made for the purpose of eliciting their
evaluation concerns , issues and information needs to ensure that any evaluation
instrument to be used would reflect their specific concerns and interests . The
concerns and issues questionnaire was described to them as the ideal
opportu nity to give both constructive and vital feedback to the course
developers, the Course Instructor , and to others associated with this as well as
other course offerings for potential course improvement.
ccncems.andrseues
Responsive evaluation does not undertake to answer
questions of merely theo retical interest; rather , it
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takes its cues from those matters that local aud iences
find interesting or relevant" (Guba and UlcoIn, 1981 .
p. 38 ).
In this case, the concems expressed by those polled were all quite valid
or relevant. There were essentially three categories of conce rns and issues that
emerged .
1, What should a graduate level distance education course in 'program
evaluation ' strive to achieve ?
Graduate-level courseware;
a consistent design/delivery;
a cha llenge for the students;
a thorough understanding of evaluation as practiced both past and
present;
a rea listic view of the role that program evaluation plays;
an oppo rtunity to practice effective evaluation techniques;
a theore tical understanding and practical application of evaluation
mode ls;
an ability to evaluate programs based upon existing evaluation
methodology;
evaluation knowledge to be used in one's ownspecific setting;
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• comparable presentationlimplementation to that of an en-campus
course of same type.
2. Elements considered to be indicators for the success of this course :
• well designed instructional materials ;
adequate communication link between students and Instructor
and/or Institution;
positive student evaluations;
adequate performance of students in terms of grades ;
requests for additional distance education course offerings ;
requests for more CMC, CAl, and video/audio combinations;
application in actual setting by participants;
inquiries about the course from other Universities, or academic
institutions.
3. Is there any specific aspect of the course offering that you would like this
evaluation to address?
the utility of this course to students ;
on-site vs. distance course objectives;
• the benefit of certain assignments;
the usefulness of the audiotapes and the programmed instruction
text in conten t understan ding;
the impad of drama on learning with respect to the instructiona l
videos;
the va lue (or success) of the com puter-mediated communicatio n:
student perceptionS of the computer-assisted instructionIcomputer ·
mediated communication components:
lnstrudor bias towa rds certain eva luation approaches ;
student outcome;
women 's expe riences with respect to on-site vs. distance course
offeri ngs.
Eva lua tion Standards
As mentione d in the proced ure above, data gathered from the various
stakehol der groups as well as the course objectives were synthesized by the
evaluator into a number of evaluation standards . This setting of standards is an
important step in any evaluat ion (Lertp radist, 1990). To assist with the
application of these standards, more specifically to assist in rendering judgments
about the Education 6104 course , particu lar crit eria were also form ulated and
these are listed beneath each standard.
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Standard 1. There I. adm inistrative and log istical support for the course.
This standard will be EMdenced by the following criteria:
materials received on time ;
instructional materials are error free (i.e.• presented in a functioning
cond_);
mail response time is acce ptable to both the students and the
Instructor;
access to Instructor and/or On-Site Coordina tor is acceptable Cl.e., e-
mail. telephon e, visitation . etc.);
turnaroun d time on ass ignments and for feed back is ade quate.
Stand ard 2. The cu rri cu lum fo r thi s program should sati sfy participant
needs.
This standard will be evidenced by the foJlONingcriteria:
the course provi des students with an increase d knowledge of program
evaluation and methods for carrying out such evaluations :
the curriculum meets the expectations of the leamer/student
Standard 3. The course resu lts in positive cognitive outcomes for the
student.
This standa rd will be evidenced by the following criteria :
positiv e feel ings on the part of leamers about the course experience:
positive attitudes on the part of learners about the self-directed nature
of the course, and the built-in control ;
studen t ach ievement on examinations and assignments, and in
comparison to past course experiences and outcomes.
Standard 4. The course should prov kfe opportunity for sufficie nt
participa tion. discussion, and the sharing of Ideas.
This standard will be evid enced by the following crite ria:
appropriate amou nt of time is scheduled for regular student interaction :
activiti es are included which encourage and facilitate participant
discussion;
activitie s are orche strate d by the Instructor and/or the On-Site
Coordinator to promot e questions and discussion;
opportunities for discussion meet student expectatio ns.
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Standard 5. The Instructional mater ials fo r the course should prov ide
comprehensive content coverage and should be presented to
the student In a manner con sistent with their level of prior
knowledge and training.
This standard witl be evidenced by the following criteria:
suitability with respect to the pre-packaged nature of the course
materials;
course materials are professional in appearance and of a high
technical quality;
effectiveness of the course materials as judgedlv iewed by the students
(Le., appropriate to learner needs);
instructional course materials that are easy to understand, interesting,
and relevant to other course materials;
adequacy of content coverage and preparation for evaluation
measures (t.e., comprehensiveness of the course materials);
adequacy of student feedback mechanisms through instructional
materials (i.e., incorporation of mechanisms for learner feedback);
overall, the delivery system for the course content should meet the
expectations of the students.
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Standard 6. Evaluation measures are suitable to the course.
This standard will be evidenced by the following criteria:
effective ness of course discussion, readings, and assignments in
developing the major project - an evaluation proposal ;
suitability of assignments and exams with regard to the goals and
objectives of the course;
adequate measurement of theoretical content by the final examination.
CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF DATA
Based on the concerns and issues expressed by the various stakeholding
audiences, the evaluator developed standards and criteria , which were used to
guide data collection and the formulation of judgements. Data from student
profile sheets, pre-tests and post -tests , questionnaire, and telephone interviews
were analyzed. In addition , the evaluator as participant observer, recorded and
analyzed observational data, course documents including all e-mail
correspondence and student assignments. All data were analyzed qualitatively.
and are reported here in relation to the evaluation standards.
Evaluation Results/Analysis
Standard 1. There Is administrative and logistical support for the course.
Criteria :
timeliness of materials receipt;
timeliness of mail response time ;
error free materials ;
Instructor and/or On-Site Coordinator access;
turnaround time - assignments and feedback.
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In analyzing the adm mistrative and kJgisticat support for Educa tion 6104.
data from interviews and the Ukert Scale of the questionnaire were used.
Results from these two data sources indicated that all the crite ria for this
stan dard were met (see Table 3).
Tabl e 3. Student responses' regarding administrative issu es pertaining to
Education 6 104.
"""
Quesl:iorQljrellem v", Good
-
.....
Good Improve me nt
Receipt of materials 10 • 1Materials n good working order 13 4 1
Receipt of notificationslmessages 13 5
MailtlJrna1OunCl(~} 3 • • 2E-mail tumal'Olrd
(assistanceldiscussiorYfee(l)ack)
"
2
Tele phone con sultations 9 • 1
( Nem.. TotaIsaddinguptoIess1han 18InlicatemlSSlngdata.)
All students indicated tha t receipt of materials at the beg inn ing of the
semester was acceptable. Only one student did not have materials for the first
week of classes . and the delay in that case was caused by his failure to provide
his teaching address . Hence. mail had to be forwa rded to his work location.
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Mall turnaround time . induding feedback on ass ignments, was deemed
adequ ate by aU but two students, and the electronic mail communication wa s
deemed excellent, with students indicating that it exceeded their expectations.
Similarly, acce ss to the Instructor and On-Site Coordinators was approved
by the majority of students. All students agreed that intera ctions with Instructor
and Coordin ators were very beneficial . Approximately one-third of the students
felt that they would have preferred more interaction with the Instructor herself,
but the interactio ns tha t did occur were helpful .
The quality of materials - their functioning and error·fre e status, was
generally approved by all students. but a few prob lems we re discov ered as the
cours e commen ced. Two of the eighteen students received only two of tou r
instructional v ideos. and three students received blan k copies of two of four
audiota ped lectu res. On reporti ng the missing videos. students were supplied
withnew copes Quite earty in the semester. Of the students with the blank
audiotapes. only one stude nt informed the course administrators, and she
received new tapes immediately. The other two students did not inform anyo ne
of their missing tapes until the evaluation da ta was being collected at the end of
the course ~ even when On-Site Coordinators had alerted dass membe rs of
po tential problems with missing audio and video components. and their ability to
arrange to have these components replaced .
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One student did not receive a course manual in her mailed package , but
chose to pick it up at the University before classes began .
Positive comments from interview and questionnaire data :
"Anytime I asked for help, I received help."
"[Mail turnaround time] was very good . ..especially considering
where Mary [the Instructor) was. "
"[Mail turnaround time) was exceptionally good considering Mary's
[the Instructor) move to the other side of the country! "
Comments indicating a need for improvement from interview and
questionnaire data:
"[Interaction seemed to indicate1a low initiative on the part of the
Instructor."
Summary
The Administrative and logistical support for Education 6104 was more
than adequate with one possible exception. Approximately one third of the class
stated a preference for more interaction with the Course Instructor. They
appreciated the ready access to On-Site Coordinators, but wanted to be
provided with more direct access to the Instructor . Perhaps they were in need of
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reassura nce in their adjustment to this independent form of study . It should also
be mentioned that a couple of students expressed concern about the turnaround
time associated with correspondence using regular mail. However, this was
probably not viewed as a shortfa ll with respect to the course, but more so the
postal serv ice. Finally, with the exception of five quite similar problems with
missing audio or video materia ls, the re were no significant errors in terms of the
course materials received . For the most part, these problems were add ressed
immediately , and no further problems of this type were reported. Standard 1 has
been met.
Standard 2. The curricu lum for th is program should sat isfy participant
needs.
Criteria:
increased knowledge of program evaluatio n;
curriculum meets studen t expectations.
In analyzing the curr iculum of Education 6104, in terms of meeting student
needs , data from questionnai res were used. Results from this data source
indicated that the two criteria for this standa rd were met.
One criterion spec ified that the course shou ld provide students with
increase d knowledge of program evaluation, and methods for carrying out such
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evaluations. All students completing the course felt that they had learned a lot
about program evaluation , had gained practical knowledge, and approximately
90% felt confident that they could property perform a program evaluation in the
future . In addition, the majority (83%) felt that their newly acquired knowledge
could be used in their work setting . Only one student indicated that the
knowledge was of no practical use in her work .
The curriculum met the expectations of learners. All students regarded
Education 6104 as a new and positive experience , and they were happy with the
coverage of evaluation models and techniques. Two students did feel that the
content was too advanced for their needs, but none felt that the balance toward
evaluation theory was too heavy.
Positive comments from questionnaire data :
"[The knowledge was] definitely useful to me, but may not be useful
to others in my field of work. "
-You['ve] got to know the theory to understand how to apply it,"
Comment indicating ambivalence in relation to professional application :
"Much of what I learned about Program Evaluation is of no use to
me ... it should be, but not right now:
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At.the time of evaluation. all students were more than satisfied witt! their
knowtedge of the course content. The majority felt as thoug h they would be
using this knowl edge in their work, if not immediately. then sometime in the
futu re. Therefore. due to the positive ratings that the overaU course experience
received. the researcher judged that this standa rd has been met
Standard 3. The course results In positive cognitive outcomes for the
student.
Criteria :
positive feelings re course experience;
positive attitudes re self-direction and the built·in controls:
student achievement, comparative with live course .
Criteria considered important for assessing positive cognitive outcomes
included positive feelings on the part of learners about the course experience.
Using an interview-style questionnaire and a Likert Scale. the researcher found
that the majority of students (89%) agreed that doing the course by distance
education was just as bene ficial as if it had been done as a traditionaJ on-
campus course . In fact, all stude nts expressed a desire to have more graduate
education courses offe red in the same manner , but there were nevertheless six
students who stated that they themselves wou ld not choose to do anothe r
course using this delivery forma t
Another criterio n used for assessing positive cognitive outcomes for
Education 6104 was whether the student participants had positive attitu des
conceming the self-directed nature of the course , and its built-in control. The
interview questionn aire revealed that an 18 students liked the fact that they could
pace the mselves and their learning of the cou rse material. Every student
applau ded the self-directed nature of the course , and all (as adult learners)
appreciated the freedom to do such a course on their owntime . However, there
were flve students who said they found it difficult to keep pace with the
suggested weekJy activities, but all five indicated that these problems were
mostly due to their ownpersonal time management abilities .
A pre-test and post-test were also used by the evaluator to partially
assess cognitive outcomes from Education 6104 . Unfortunately , of the 18
students , only 12 matched sets of pre-tests and post-tests were collecte d. The
signif icant deficit was due to fIVe students who submitted only the pre-test, and
one student who neglected' to submit either one .
For the purpos e of objectivity, both the pre-test and post-test were graded
in an identical fashion and were both marked out of 10. Also , it should be noted
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that every attempt in the pre-test was considered for credit rLe.• partial marks
were awarded for partial answers and/or attempts at answers) . Bearing that in
mind, the post- test answers showed a significant imprcNement with respect to
student understanding and compre hension of the subject matter (see Table 4).
Table 4. Student grades for the pre-test and post-test used in Educa tion 6104
(maximum grade:: 10).
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Overall, answers for the post-test were well thought-out and demonstrated that
learners had a fi rm grasp of the concepts and theory for program evaluation.
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The average mark on the post-test was 93%, and this was oompared to an
average mark on the pre-test of 14%, resulting in an averag e gain of almost
80%.
A final arterion for assessing positive cogn itive outcomes for the course
was that of studen t achievement on examinations and assig nments, in
comparis on to past course experiences and outcome s. The average mark for
this offering of Education 6104 was 80% with only one studen t receiving a grade
of 70% , and one student rece iving the highest mark - 90%. The grades for the
remaining 16 students varied between 80% and 85% (see Figu re 3).
':~'-.
,
.
70% 10"4 11% to%
....
Figure 3. Summary of Student Grades for Educat ion 6104
(Winter Semeste r, 1996).
In terms of past course experiences and outcomes, five prio r course
offerings were examined : four on-eampu s versions of the Education 6104
course were chosen for comparison, as well as the pilot offering of the distance
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version from the previous semester. The on-campus versions were represented
by the predece ssor to Education 6104 known as Education 6522 . and the four
offerings that were examined took place betwee n the Wi nter Semester of 1990
and the Fall Semeste r of 1993 at Memoria l University of Newfound land.
Education 6522 did cover identical cou rse material to Education 6104 , and
utilized quit e similar assignm ents as well as the same method s for assess ment.
In all five offerings. grades ranged from 75% to 90%. with an ave rage of 80%
(see Table 5). The range of grades appeared consistent across all assignments
and individual components for the courses exami ned .
Table 5. Studen t average grade and rang e for the current offering of Educat ion
6104 and five prior course offering s.
G", de
Course Offeri ng
Ave.... Range
Educati on 6104 (current offering ) 80% 75-90%
Educati on 6104 (pilot offering ) 80% 75-90%
Educati on 6522 (4 prior offering s) 80% 75-90%
Positive comments from questionnai re and intervie w data:
"I was earn ing while leaminq!"
"It fit into my busy schedule .. J was able to study at my own pace ."
"I was able to arrange my study schedule accord ing to my own
time."
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"I was able to do all my studying later in the night, when my two
kids were in bed."
"It was good to be able to stay at home [in my community] for a
change with friends and family. "
"The flexibility was really nice .. .some weeks were really busy with
respect to [course] work and others not so bad ."
"[I] was able to finish-up the course earlier than required because I
had to leave the province for a couple of weeks near the end of the
Semester. "
Summary
Information on the cognitive outcomes from the course were gathered
using interviews and a Likert Scale, the pre-test and post-test results, student
grades on the exams and assignments, as well as a comparison with previous
course outcomes . The analysis revealed a high degree of learning over the
duration of the course as indicated by a comparison of pre-test and post-test
results. Also, the achievement on assignments and exams was quite good with
an overall course average of 80%, and these grades were definitely comparable
to the five prior course offerings that were examined . There were no negative
comments or suggestions for improvement in the interview data , and the
overwhelmingly high measurement for positive student attitudes concerning the
course enabled the researcher to judge that this standard has been met.
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Standard 4. The course should provide opportunity tor suffic ien t
participation, discus.ion, and the shari ng of ideas.
Crit eria:
time for reguiarstudent i'rteraction appropriate ;
activities encourage participation/discussion;
activities orchestrated to promote questions/discussion;
discuss ion opportunities meet studen t expectations.
To determine wh ether Education 6104 provided opportun ities for sufficient
participation, discussion, and the sharing of ideas, student opinions we re
measured using the inteMew data. Once again the questions asked were based
on pre-de termined criteria relating to the undertying standard.
Stude nt respon ses indicated that ali criteria for this standard were in fact
met but some students stated that they would have preferred more interactions
with the Instructor. One student indicated that she did not think it was right for
the Cours e Instructor to be available for questions and concems only one night
per week; however, there were no corroborati ng com ments from other students
on this matter. It is worthy of note that all students feft that they had ben efited
from interactions with the On-Site Coordinators .
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Criteria for this standard also emphasize d collaboration, or the provision
for some form of regular interaction among the students . One student actually
put a name on this common problem associated with collaboration at a distance ;
she called it -u,e isolation factor ." This course was shown to provide sufficient
opportunity for interaction , but some form of tace-to-tace contact was indicated
as most desirable . One student suggested having at least one teleconference,
which could possibly help improve general interaction .
Another criterion relating to this standard stated that any/aUopportunities
provided for discussion shou ld meet student expectations, and that these
opportunities should encourage and facilitate participant questions and
discussion. Results from the interview questionnaire indicated that 89% of the
students felt that there was enough opportunity for discussion of the subject
matter integrated in the course . During an informal conversation with one On-
Site Coordinator, a student commented that the distance education experience
really benefited from electronic mail (e-mail), and that was improving overall
communication within the course . In fact, results showed that 17 out of the 18
students felt that having a Computer Mediated Communica tion (CMC)
component in the course allowed them to speak out and easily express their
opinions. One student in particu lar expressed a desi re for even more on-line
discussion. Based on a Likert Scale used in conjunction with the interview guide .
all students indicated that they liked the opportunity for discussion and
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participation that the CMC had provided; although, this was cont radictory to
information collected earlier in the course. At the start of the CMC component,
one student had commented to an On-Site Coordinator that the CMC was not
encouragin g discussion or participa tion. Furthermore, two students indicated via
e-mail to the same On-Site Coordinator that these on-line discussions were in no
way valua ble for them. Obviously, these concerns did not remain, or else they
were not expressed to the evaluator at the time of course completion and the
final interv iews.
Two students were critical of the group discussions used in the CMC
compo nent of the course. One student suggested not using CMC for this type
group discussion at all. A second student agreed, and felt that the group
discussion needed some improvement. Neither student chose to elaborate
further on any of their comments. Interestingly enough, two other students
specifically stated that there should be more of this type of discussion and group
work in the course, especially with releva nce to the main assignment - the
Evaluation Proposal.
The researche r believed that further comments from students helped to
explai n some of the above -noted complaints conceming the opportunities that
were provided for discussion in Education 6104. One student felt that her
uncertainty about the expectations for the CMC component of the course made it
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rather time-consuming for her to participate in the discussions. Another student
considered her problems with e-mail to have interfered with her enjoyment of the
CMC discussions. Apparently, this was her first experience with e-mail , and
therefore she was not really comfortable with these on-line discussions. Her lack
of understanding of the technology apparently hindered her ability to participate.
A thi rd student felt that her natural shyness affected her participation in the CMC
component of the course. Once she had met with an On-Site Coordinator and a
couple of other students from the course she began to feel more comfortable
and confident in communicating on-l ine.
Positive comments from interview data and informal correspon dence :
- The Instructor was very available ."
"The On-Site Coordina tors were lifesavers •.•they provlded a good
link to the Course Instructor."
-I believe that with distance education there will always be a basic
need to talk to people, and [with the CMCl this course had that
advantage."
"I was more relaxed [while taking this course] than with others [I
had) taken,'
"The opportun ity for introductions on e-mail was worthwhile, and
this gave me the opportu nity to pick out others who might have
common interests and/or backgrounds.. .this definitely assiste d me
in the enscussionsr
"The e-mail was a great way to comm unicate with the lnstructort"
-I really enjoyed it [the CMC] and thought that the interaction was
worthwhile.-
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Comments indicating a need for improvement from interview data and
informal correspondence:
-I didn't really know much about anyone else in the course ..1never
even got the chance to see any of them! "
' tt is always nice to see someone face to face when possible ...with
nobody looking at me, I was really too shy to say much using e-
mail. "
"If there was some sort of teleconference... at least this wou ld allow
students to associate a voice with other students in the class."
"I didn't find the [CMC] discussions as valuable as
expected.. .several people were much too verbose, and others
would hardly comment at all .. .no real interactive discussions
seemed to take place. "
"The group discussion [using e-mail] didn't work! "
' [For the CMC group discussions,] the spokespeople assigned [to
each of the groups] did not seem very well organized, nor were
they really aware of their respcnstbllities."
"Consider pairing people up for the CMC group
discussions.. .smaller groups might work better ."
Summary
In terms of assessing this standard, most students were pleased with the
means and the opportunities for discussion among students and the
Instructor/On-Site Coordinators. A few common concerns related to distance
education became evident. Two students desired more interaction time with the
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Cou rse Instructor, but the majority seemed satisfied with the interactions. In
gen eral. interaction did appear to pose a probl em tora few students who
preferred face-to-face oomnuntcation. However, only two students felt that the re
were not enoug h opportunities for cflSCUSSion of the subject matter. The
consensus was that having the Compute r-Mediated Communicatio n (CMC)
component did relieve feelings of isolation. However. some students admitted
to having cfrfficulty using the technology . and there were one or two others who
did not enjoy using that med ium for collaborative work.. The research er made his
judgement· Education 6104 did provide ample opportunity for participation,
discussion. and the sharing of ideas . Standard 4 has been met.
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Standard 5. The Inst ructional materials for the course should provide
comprehensive content coverage and should be pres ented to
the student in a manner consistent with the ir level of prior
knowledge and tra ining.
Criteria:
positive feelings about pre-packaged materials;
materials professional, high quality;
materials appropria te to student needs;
materials inter-related;
materials provide preparation for assignments/exams;
adequate feedback mechanisms incorporated;
delivery systems meet student needs.
To determine whether the instructional materials for Education 6104
provided comprehensive content coverage and whether they were presented to
students in a manner consistent with their level of prior knowledge and training,
student opinions on these matters were gathered through a questionnaire. The
course participants were first asked to rate each of the instructional materials for
Educat ion 6104 based on eight separate characteristics: length, technical
quality , content organization, usefulness (to the student), appropriateness of the
medium, the student's level of interest, relevance to the course (including
content), and their level of comprehension of the content covered through each
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medium. Tab(e 6 presents the data insummary form. The positiveratings (i.e.•
those ratings of eithergood or verygood) are displayed as percentages.
Table 6. Percentage of positivestudentratings based on eight characteristics
relating to the instructional materials used in Education 6104.
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The firstcriteria examined focusonthe presentationand qualityof the
coursematerials. In terms of the printmaterials. all students takingthecourse
fettthatthe printmaterials were attractive. easy to read. and professional
loo king. All students approvedof the layoutand design of these materials.
Severalstudents commentedfavorably on the organizationof the instructional
materials, especially the ProgrammedInstruction Text (PIT). A ratingof 72% for
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the techn ical quality of the audiotapes may be attributed to the fact that some
students received blank tapes (i.e., no audio record ed ). This would certainly
have affected their perception of this meaftJm. In tenns of the readings for the
course, 72% of the students respon ded that they were very valuable to their own
understanding of the subject matter. However, two students felt that
improveme nts for the Book of Read ings were needed - the readings were too
difficult.
Severalof the other aiteria associated with Standard 5 emphasize the
effectiveness of the course materials, content coverage, as well as the ease of
understa nding, the interest level, and the relationshi p to othe r course materials.
AUof the instructional materials received a positive rating from at least two-thirds
of the dass. Table 6 shows that the Programmed InstnJction Text (PIT) and the
Course Manuals received the highest praise whe n compa red to the othe r media
used in Education 6104 . The Book of Readings received the lowest average in
terms of positive feedback and the audiotapes, the textbook, and the Computer-
Assisted Instruction (CAl) followed in an increasin g order .
The lowest average rating in terms of positive feedback was67% for the
Book of Readings. Table 6 shows that in terms of generating interest and the
length, abo ut half the class voted highly in favou r of the Book of Readings, and
78% of the dass saw this as being quite an appropriate medium, with 72%
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viewing it as highly relevant. Furthermore, 72% of the class indicated their level
of understanding for the information presented in these readings was high.
For the audiotapes, approximately two-thirds of the class provided positive
feedback concerning the appropriateness of such a medium , and 61%
considered them useful. One student felt that the audiotapes were not helpful to
her at all, and found them repetitive of information conveyed by some of the
other course materia ls. This might expla in the slightly lower level of interest as
indicated for the audiotapes. In all, five students did not give the audiotapes a
positive rating for their relevance to the cou rse.
In reference to the videotapes, almost two-thirds of the students taking the
course appreciated the drama that was incorporated into their production , and
rated the videos highly on the Likert Scale . Four students in particular gave the
videos quite high praise. However , there were a couple of the students who
apparently grew tired of the videotapes. Basically , their desire was to access the
content information that the videos contained , but their dramatic format made it
difficu lt for taking notes .
Based on the Likert Scale , 72% of the students viewe d the commercial
textbook positively in terms of its level of appropriateness to the course . And
though a small number of students did not find the textbook that interesting , 78%
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indicated a high regard for its usefulness. Th ere was some criticism about the
length of the textbook. with eight studen ts comm enting that it was too long.
However. the majority of students did not share this coocem, they were simply
using the textbook as an accessory or refere nce to the Prog rammed Instruction
Text and/or the Book of Readings.
In terms of the Computer-Assist ed Instruction (CAl). 50% of the students
seemed to v iew thi s component as being useful. How ever . after further
investigation it was rev ealed tha t at least three stu dents had not even ins!aUed
the prog ram onto a compute r. and one student did not use it because her
computer was not cap abl e of running the program - it was an olde r com puter .
The majority of stude nts who actually utilized the CAl aid find it interesting, with
two-th irds of the class p rovid ing positivefeed back concem ing its' relevance to
the course . Th ere was one stud ent who suggeste d having mo re of th is form of
instruction throughout the course. A little less than ha lf the dass fou nd the
program lengthy. and only one student considered the CAl lacking in terms of
content Apparently, he found this componen t repetitive with respect to
infonnation contained in other course materials.
The final criterion exa mined to give validity to this stand ard acc entuated
that the ove rall del ive ry syst em for the course content had to meet the
expectations of students. Discu ssions with students , as we ll as results from the
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questionnaire, indicated that this criterion was achieved. There was however
some concem over repetition of conten t throughout the various course materials,
Despite this concern , all 18 students who were enrolled in the course agreed that
Educat ion 6104 should be offered again, and all except one of students indicated
that they would definitely recommend this course to others, Two students in
particular gave the Education 6104 course high praise in comparison to their
past distance education course experiences. One of these students felt that the
layout and organization of this course was far superior to the others he had
taken.
All of the data lead the researcher to his judgement that the instructional
mate rials for Education 6104 did provide comprehensive content coverage, and
were presented to students in a manner consistent with their level of prior
knowledge and training.
Posrtive comments from interview data and informal correspon dence :
"The course was wetllaid out .. .well orchest rated."
-It was a far better distance education course than those I had
taken in the past."
-All the materials were excellent••.1have done distance education
courses in every way, shape and form. and th is is by far the best
due to organization .-
-I was pleased with the whole package of course materials ... they
were all worthwhile ."
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'Th e PIT was excellent. •.the bestpart . •.[It) cou ld have been the
cou rse by itself!"
"the Course Manual kept me on track. answered most of my
questions... it was my extra study companion."
"rhe time-jne included in the Course Manu al was defin itely a
necessity for me'"
"11ovecIthe audiotapes. . .they werea reaJly conve nie nt way of
leaming the information ."
-rhey [the videos] weren 't boring.••they made the content more
appealing.-
'"The videos held my interest•. .and kept me interested in the course
content."
-I enjoyed the CAL .it was a change from sitting lookin g at a book
in fro nt of you .'
Comments indicating a need for improvement from interview data and
informal correspondence:
'"The writi ng style and tenninology of some [articles in the Bookof
Readings) made them too difficult to understand. and I had to read
the m a couple of times .·
'"The [audio ] cassettes and videotapes we re not worthwhile at all. -
"I am a more visual learner, and after I listened to the first one
{audiotape]. I decided that I wasn't getting enough out of it -
"The videos were enterta inmg at first, but after that. •.just seemed a
waste of time ."
"The videotapes were not use ful for teaching the cours e
material. . .they were not helpful at all."
l
I
I
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I
I
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"The videos should just state the facts ... why not just give the
information right up front? "
"The textbook was garbage ... it was not useful at all1"
"The CAl was a good concept, but for next time the PIT idea should
somehow incorporate the computer too. "
"The course materials seemed to present the same information in
different ways ... [the student] shouldn't have to use all those
media ... it should be optional ... Ieft up to the student. "
In order to meet this standard , the delivery system for the course content
had to meet the expectations of students. The data collected demonstrated that
student expectations had actually been exceeded. Of course , there were
particular aspects of certain course materia ls that individual students did not find
useful , or were lacking interest in, but overall ratings were high . For example ,
the Book of Readings, which had the lowest rating for instructional materials, still
received positive feedback from two-thirds of the class . Several students did
criticize the Book of Readings for its general quality and organization, which in
turn affected their interest and comprehension. As for the audiotapes, a few
students indicated that they did not find them useful; however , positive ratings for
the audiotapes may have been even higher had three students not experienced
problems initially with faulty tapes . In addition, the commercial textbook was
considered inappropriate for the course by a couple of students; they expressed
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a very low level of interest in it. And, in terms of the CAl. the majority of students
who used the program were general ly pleased. One aiticism was that it was
lacking in terms of newcontent (l.e.. too repetitive and simple).
To condude. it should be noted that students with past experience s in
distance education indica ted that Education 6104 was the best they had taken to
date. Overall, students felt that the course experi ence was worthwhile, and
unanimousty stated that they would recommend the course to others . Therefore .
witha tack of any significant problemsor faults . the judgement was that Standard
5 has been mel
Standard 6. Evaluation measures are su ita b le to the course.
Criteria:
adequate preparation lor evaluation pro posal assignment;
assignme nts and exams in line with course/objectives;
final examination measures theory content.
In reference to the criterion for suitable evaluation measures. the
Education 6104 cou rse consis1ed of a mid-term and final examina tion . a major
assignment Il .e., an Evaluation Proposal). and Computer-Mediated
Communication (CMC). Data from questionnai res and telephone interviews as
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well as informal corre sponde nce between students and the On-Site Coordina tors
were analyzed in relation to the criteria (see Table 7).
Table 7. Student respon ses' regarding evaluation procedu res used in
Education 6104 .
"" 8
QuesOOnnaj,. Item V..., Good
-
....."
Good
'-
EffeclNeM:ss of Con'4'uter-Medated
Communlcatlon {CMC) 8 7 2 ,
Effec:tivenessof Major Assignment ' 2 5 ,
Etfec:llvenesa 01Mid-Term and Fmal
Examnations 8 8 t ,
Based on the questionnaire results . 83 % of the students had positive
response s conceming the Computer-Medi ated Communication (CMC ) as an
evaluation measu re. However. there were some criticismswith respect to the
value given to this specific course component Some students felt that too much
time was required for only 10 marks. and that it was a little heavy. especially at
the begin ning of the course . Several students suggested that more value be
assigned to the CMC component Two of the students mentioned that they were
uncertain as to the expectations for the CMC. and they were not exactly sure
what the Instructor was evalu ating. One student in particular recommended that
the CMC be worth nothing . She felt that the CMC was not doing wha t it was
supposed to, because it was worth marks students were eithe r contri buti ng too
much, or just enough to get the required participation mark. She also believed
that the CMC was not effective for group work eithe r, and for similar reasons
(i.e., one person did an the work ).
l'here were also two students who expressed concern about the CMC
component due to its ' more technical nature. One student said that her own
computer set-up mad e It more time-cons uming to contribute/respond to
discussion, and another student aetuany felt that her com puter problems affected
her perfonnance on the CM C component of the course .
For the major assig nment or proposal, the majority of feedback from the
students was positive. Ninety-four percent of the students were satisfied with its'
suitability, effectiv eness, and measure ment of theoretical content The common
response fro m the stu dents was that it was very practical, and it tied all of the
theory from the course together. The general fee ling was that this assignment
had boosted their confidence because it was a real world application, plus it was
required to be of a p rofessional calibe r. However, there was some critici sm in
terms of guidance for this component Many of the students said that they found
the Propo sal both overwhelming and frustrating at first. Ap pa rently, they were
uncerta in as to how to tackl e the project. and/or what they need ed in ord er to
accomplish the task.. Overall, there was a consensus tha t mo re direction should
be provided for such a major assig nment, including more preparation . One
student even suggested inclu ding a sam ple proposa l with the course materials,
or possibly just the incfusionof some suitabl e reference sources . However, the
Course Instructor was observed to resist this request. From her point of view the
students co uld . in esse nce. simply copy a certain fonnat an d insert their own
information. Th is was vi ew ed as interfering with their ability to crea te a proposal.
As fo r the exams , 88% of the stude nts considered both the mid-term and
the final to be very effective eva luation measures. Several students praised the
comprehensiveness of the exams. especially the final . Some students did not
like havin g a restriction on the amount (s) tha t coul d be written. Other students
felt that the exams were overwhelming because they were written in isolation.
One student found the exams to be too stra ightforwa rd, but she did sa y that both
werestill quite usefu l. And on the contrary, there was another student who did
not like the final exam , and wondered whether it was actually necessary.
especially after doing all the other required work. ft was suggested that the mid-
term or the final exam be elimina ted.
Positive comments from interview data and informal correspondence;
• It [the prccoseq forcedme to do someth ing q uite releva nt and
applicable to wha t we had bee n learning .-
'The proposal wa sn't like other proposals that I had done... it real ly
got me th inki ng.-
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"The Proposal forced me to go through all the materials , thus giving
me a good grasp of the subject matter .. .it was definitely the most
practical test for knowledge. "
"The exams were definitely useful! "
"The exams did test your knowledge and you definitely had to read
the course material to get through them ,"
Comments indicating a need for improvement from interview data and
informal correspondence:
• The CMC should cany more evaluation weight, or it should be
scrapped! "
"Because it [the CMC) was worth marks .. .there were two or three
people who were incredibly verbose , and others who would
contribute by just saying "I agree with that!" in order to get the
mark."
"The value associated with participation in CMC hindered those of
us who were busy .. .there should not be as many readings
associated with that exercise ."
"In the end, I think my computer problems hindered my
performance on the CMC. "
"I was uncertain as to how to proceed with the Proposal. .1needed
more guidance ."
"I wouldn't have been able to cope with the Proposal had there not
been On-Site Coordinators.. .1would have chucked the whole
thing!"
"Not certain if the course prepared you well enough to do an
adequate job of proposal. However , it was a good experience ."
"The exams were too straightforward! "
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"The exams had the potential to be a bit ove rwhelmi ng because
you 're on your own.-
The data collected based upon evaluatio n measures indicated that they
were quite effective . All students approved of the mid-term and final
examinations, the Evaluation Proposal , and the computer-mediated discussio ns.
Two or three students suggested having less emphasis on exa minations due to
the overall wor1doad and the more practical nature of the maj or assignment.
There were also several criticismS of the grade value assig ned to the CMC
component A few students suggested that CMC be worth more, and one or two
students felt as though it should not be given any value (i.e., this type of
participation shou ld be a regular part of any distance course). There wasalso
the technical natu re of this component, and that in itself generated some criticism
as well. The major assignment or proposal received a high level of praise.
Students responded to its very practical and relevant nature, and the typical
commen t was that the Proposa l provided a good grasp of the entire scope of the
subject matter. One criticism was regarding the perceived lack of preparation
beforehand, and the amount of work involved in the assignment itself.
Regardless. these criti cisms were viewed by the researcher as minor, and
Standard 6 has been met
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Summary
This study reported on the evaluation of the distance educatio n version of
Education 6104 · a grad uate level cou rse offering from Memorial University of
Newfoundland. For the evaluation, the resea rcher chose a responsive
app roach, due to its demon strated suitability for the task. The approach
replicated the methodology of three previous resea rch studies using Robe rt E.
Stake 's Responsive Evaluation Model as mod ified by Lertpra dist (1990) . The
mod ified model offered:
fl8Xlbility in design, method ology , implementation. and follow-up ;
cons iderable use of naturalistic. qualitative methods;
emphasis of specific evaluation issues that may be deemed important
(Stake. t 983 );
solicitation of con cerns and issues from all stakehol ding audiences
associated with a course or program. and the ability to measure
related pe rformance outcom es (Kettle, 1994 );
an emergent design, permitting the eva luator to respond to data as it
was bein g collect ed, and leading to a more signiflC8tlt and realistic
evaluatio n (Jan es, 1993 ).
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The Education 6104 course in Foundations of Progra m Evaluation was
observed over 12 weeks through both direct and indirect contact. The
Responsive Evaluation Model allowed the evalua tor to close~ interact with the
course participants . and this exposu re gave him a reliable pictureof the course.
Interviews were conducted both formally and informally thro19hout the entire
course offering to gather specific information, as well as to determine student
opinio ns, feelings. and experiences conceming the course. Pre-tests and post-
tests (based on the course objectives) were also used to assist the evaluator in
determining whethe r leaming actually took place. In addition. document and
record analysis were frequent and ongoing , including a reviewof the
assignments, projects , and examinations submitted by each snd ent, as well as
their respective grades . Finally, when all the descriptive datawere compiled and
compared with the six standards set by the evaluator , a judgerrent was made
that all standards had indeed been mel Education 6104 was deemed to be a
worthwhile leaming experience .
Conclusions
The results of this study support Lertpradist's modificatioo of Stake's
Responsive Model. The methodology proved quite rigorous, yet it is definitely an
effective and efficient method for evaluating this type of course. As was stated
by Kettle (l994),lhis approach encouraged , recognized . and respected se~-
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determination by placing value on, and responding to, the needs of the
audiences for whom a given program is designed (p. 154). Also, as Janes
(1993) indicated , the emphasis on detailed description for all components rather
than just the sole consideration of program outcomes, proved very useful.
The application of this evaluation model to evaluate the distance version
of Education 6104 led the researcher to certain conclusions. A majority of 90%
of the students who participated viewed the Education 6104 course as a
valuable and worthwhile experience . All students stated that they had enjoyed
the course , and would like more opportunit ies to take other courses designed in
similar manner. The grades for the course, along with comparative scores
between pre-tests and post-tests clearly indicated that learning had taken place.
Also, the resulting course marks for the students compared exceptionally well
with those of five previous offerings of the course, including four on-site versions,
and its ownpilot distance offering .
Despite the fact that all six standards for the evalua tion of Education 6104
were met, and the course itself was judged to be a success by the evaluator, a
number of minor weaknesses were noted, and should be addressed. These
weaknesses ranged from technical production problems to simple difficulties
experienced by students in terms of their adjusting to the independent nature of
the course .
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The evaluato r detennined that there was an appropriate leve l of
administrative and logisticalsupport for the course. TIle desire expressed by
some students who wanted more opportunities for interaction with the InstrudOl'
was deemed to be more a result of their lack of familiarity with distance
education, as opposed to problems with the course design. These few stude nts
may have been somewhat uncomfortable (perhaps unknowin gly) with the
[earning environment, and wanted more access to the Instructor, simply for
security . On this matter, the evaluator acknowledged that the desig n of
Education 6104 included On-Site Coo rdinators who could be readily available to
interact with any student who might requ ire some form of reassura nce and/or
additiona l interaction. Furthermore , it should be noted that most students
recognized and appreciated the presence of the On-Site Coordina tors for this
purpose. It was jud ged that sufficient opportunities were provided for
participation, discussion. and the sha ring of ideas concerning the sub ject matter
of Education 6104. A few students did express desire far more of these
opportunities and a suggestion was made for the introduction of additional
interactive media such as a teleconference. or videoconference. It was
understood that these few students desired more collaboration , and preferred
not to do all their interacting through a computer . A general assess ment mad e
by the eval uator was that the Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) did
relieve some feelings of isolation for the stlJdents. but the technology posed an
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entirety different barri er for a few students. Again, a need for some form of face-
tc-tace contact was evident.
The curriculum represented within this cou rse was also found to satisfy
participant needs. Students seemed more than satisfied with the content
coverage , and the practicality of their newly acquired knowledge. Posit ive
cognitive outcomes for the student we re also quite apparent Stud ents appeared
to have overwhelming ty positive attitudes concerning this course offering. A high
degree of leaming was assessed over the dura tion of the course, and student
outcomes were quite respectable. Furthermore, in comparison with five prior
course offerings. stud ent grad es lor th is particula r offe ring 01Educa tion 6104 did
rank eq uivalent
In terms of the instru ctional materi als used for the Education 6 104 course.
the evaluator conduded that theydid prcMde com prehensive content oovera ge
and we re presented to the students in a mann er con sistent with their leve! of
prior knowledge and training. The Programmed Instruction Text (Pin and the
Course Manuals were weH-designed and very effectiv e aids for the students :
howev er. the Book of Read ings was detenn ined by a few students to be of lower
quality and difficu lt to understand, In add ition. the comme rcial textbook was
deemed as generating little interest with in this group of students. For the most
part, the students wanted print materials that were easy to read combined wTtha
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logical layout. The audiotapes were also rated as being of little use to a minority
group. However, there were some students who found this additional medium
beneficial for their comprehension of the subject matter. The same interpretation
applies for the videos . Several students found them boring, and a minority did
not appreciate the dramatic flare that was integrated into the production of the
video sequences . The audience in this case just wanted the facts and
information given up front. For the most part, the majority of these students
simply wanted to take notes from the videos. Therefore, it was interpreted that
the extra time and effort required to script and produce videos in this fashion
might not be worthwhile for future course offerings, or it is possible that future
attempts might be better accepted because of the past experience with this
video series. As for the minor technical problems experienced with the audio
and videotapes, the evaluator concluded that these problems were not
uncommon for a course integrating such a variety of media into its instruction.
He believed that such problems could only be addressed through better quality
control during production . In addition, earty inquiries made to the students by the
Course Instructor and/or the On-Site Coordinator(s) would be considered
necessary to determine whether all materials were received and in good working
order.
The evaluator also concluded that the Computer-Assisted Instruction
(CAl) did not prove useful to all students. Of those that used it, several said that
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they did not find its content very relevant and/or they had difficulties making the
computer program actually work . The evaluator believed that the content of this
instructio nal package was relevant, but it was perhaps the novelty of the medium
that made comprehension difficult. It should be noted that the vast majority of
participants judged this method of instruction as interesting and having potential,
but the tech nical requirements were considered to be the big limitation. The
evalua tor thoug ht that instruction via computer should be used cautiously until an
acceptable standard or baseline for computer knowledge. skill. and hardware
can be extrapola ted for an intended audience. If such a level of homogeneity
can be reached. then more of the course instructio n can, and should be.
incorporated into this mode.
Finally, the evaluator's assess ment included the evalua tion measures
used in Education 6104 . and they were found to be suitable for the course . In
terms of the value associated with the CMC component. this was basically
considered a mark for participation. Regardless, many students still felt that the
amount of effort required for this component was worthy of more than just 10%.
They justified their argument by stating that a great deal of preparation time was
required (i.e.• reading the articlets) and preparing their answers , as well as time
to get familiar with the technology which for some, took an incredibly long while) .
They also mentio ned the on-line time. which included actually typing their
comments. reading other student contributions. then preparing and typing
appropriat e respon ses again. Although, this wa s not a common co mplaint
among the stude nts registered in Education 6104 , the eva lua tor considered it a
valid concern. In his opinion . if morevalue were assign ed to the on-line
compone nt of th is course, a morestructu red method of grading woul d be
important. and the exercise coul d no longer be categorized as discu ssion (i.e.,
em phaSis woukt be placed on the quality and not quantity).
A minor limitati on on the experience provided by the major assi gnment -
the Evaluation Proposal - was also evident Concems were expressed in terms
of the amount of prep aration provided beforehand for this assignmen t It
seemed clea r that stude nts needed an example, or some samples to be
provided perhaps with in the Course Manual, and/or one of the other media
fanna ts. At teast, it was felt that some usefu l reference s or read ings need to be
suggested as assistance for completing the task. It was also app arent to the
evaluator that more discussion needed to be initiated by the Co urse Instructo r
conce ming the proposal. and that perhaps som e of the frustra tions experienced
by the students coul d be alleviated if they were permitted to work collaboratively
on this assignmen t.
In summary . it was determined that Education 6104 was a success .
Overall , the delivery system for this course did suit the inten ded leamer and the
goals for the course were met. All students d early enjoy ed the experience. and
as adults . appreciated the ability to participate in a graduate course of th is type.
The student s supported the design of the course and its content, as well as the
instructional materials used. In the evaluator's opinion . the students most valued
the independence. and self-paci ng associa ted with such a cou rse . Stud ents also
responded well to the va riety in media; however . concerns were raised in terms
of content repetition. On one hand. students liked having a choice in terms of
the medium through which they learned . but at the sametime. ther e were
objections rega rding repetition of conte nt coverage . This presen ts a difficult
dilemma for an instructional designer. Regardless. the evaluator has concluded
that the current selecti on of media should remain as long as the minor
weaknesses of each are addressed. The availability of various instructional
materials was jUdged as improving the course experience more for the learner.
and catering to a variety of learning pref erences.
Recommendations
The evaluator make s the follow ing recommendations for future offerings
of the graduate distance education course Education 6104 , and for the
m plementation of futu re grad uate distance education courses:
1. That lertpradist's modification of Stake's Responsive Evaluation Model be
implemented . as the most appropriat e evaluation model , in the evaluation
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of other graduate level courses currently being offered (or that will be
offered) via distance education.
2. That the same course design be implemented for the next offering of
Education 6104 with consideration of the recommendations for
improvements made by this evaluation.
3. That the Course Instructo r review the selectio n criteria for the commercial
textbook, and consider replacing it if a more suitable text is available.
4. Tutorials, in some form, be provided for not just the CAl, but also the use
of e-mail including the course AliAS (i.e.• a distribution Ustserv), and any
other technical media being utilized .
5. That all suggested improvements for instructklnal materials be
implemented by the Course Instructo r and the Division of Continuin g
Studies for future offerin gs of this, and othe r graduate distance education
courses .
6. That more care be taken in the reproduction of audio and videotapes used
as instructional materials for distance education courses.
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7. That the Faculty of Education and the Division of Continuing Studies at
Memorial University of Newfoundland consider developing other graduate
education courses to be offered via distance education.
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December ? 1995
Dr. Frank Riggs
Assoc iate Dean, GraduateProgrammes
Faculty ofEducation
Memorial Univasity ofNcwfoundland
Re Request for Approyal ofTbesis Too ic
Dr. Riggs :
Presently, I am a candidate for the Master of Education in LearningResoun:es
Programme with the Faculty of Education. Memorial University ofNcwfoundIand. In
April 1995, I completed all required course--work with respect to my programme
specialization. Educational COUUntmicatiOl15 aDdTechnology. I am now~ 10begin
work on my Thc:sis.
As stated in my letter of October 2ad, 199 5, both Dr. Mary Kennedy and Ms. Diane Janes
have agreed to act as my Thes is Supervisoay Committee. My thesis will be an evaluation
of one of the Educa tion Facull)"s more recen t co urse offcriDgs via distan ce - Education
6104 (1M Foundations o/ Program Evaluati on). I plan to evaluate thiscourse over the
Winter 1996 Semester. I will also be us ing additional datacollected by Dr. Kennedy
during the pilot offering oftbis course in the Fal l 1995 Semest er.
I have worked closel y with Dr. Kennedy in the development and de sign ofED6 104 ove r
the past year . Now, my role will be to perform a formal . respons ive evaluati on guided by
the information needs of the various stakebolders . The studywil l be quali tative in nature,
and I plan to use instruments such &S questi onnaires and interviews to collect the
occessaryinformation. Fmal data collection is anti cipated at the end cfthis semester, and
hopefully, the thesis itselfwill be completed by late-summer 1996. Followin g
com pletion of my Thesis.all data wi ll th en be destroyed.
As ED6104 is a gradua te co urse for the Fac ulty ofEducalion ,1 am requesting yo ur
permissi on to conduct my research on th e co urse . I would also like to assure you that my
researc h wi ll be conducted in accordance with the Faculty of Education Eth ics Committee
Guidelines and with minimal burden to students and staff. Should you have any
questions. please do not hes itate to contact me by telephone at (709 ) 722-8733; facsimile
at (709) 737-2345, and/or using e-mail : bkerr@morgan.UC$.lIlUD.ca..
Sincerely,
Brian Kerr, BSt.F
MEd. Candi date
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December?,1995
Ms. Doreen Whalen
Director, Division of Continuing Studies
School of General and Continuing Studies
Memoria l University of Newfound land
Ms. Whalen:
Presently, I am a candidate for the Master of Education in Learning Resources
Programme with the Faculty of Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland. In
April 1995, I comp leted all required course-work with respect to my programme
specialization - Educationa l Communications and Technology . I am now ready to begin
work on my Thesis.
Dr. Mary F. Kennedy and Ms. Diane Janes have both agreed to act as my Thesis
Supervisory Conunittee. My thesis, as proposed, will be an evaluation of one of the
Education Faculty's more recent course offerings via your departmen t - Education 6104
(The Foundations ofProgram Evaluation). I have worked close ly with Dr. Kennedy in
the development and design of ED6104 over the past year. Now, Dr. Kennedy has
advised me of her interest in evaluating this course. I plan to evaluate the course in its
current offering over the Winter 1996 Semester. I will also be using additional data
collected by Dr. Kennedy during the pilot offering of this course in the Fall 1995
Semester . The study will be qualitat ive in nature, and I plan to use instruments such as
questionnaires and interviews to collect the necessary information. Final data collectio n
is anticipated at the end of this semester, and hopefully, the thesis itselfwill becompleted
by late-summer 1996. Following comp letion of my Thesis, all data will then be
destroyed.
As ED6 104 is offered by the Division of Continuing Studies, 1am requesting your
permission to conduct my research on the course. I would also like to assure you that my
research will be conduc ted in accordance with Ethics Guidelines of the Faculty of
Education and the University , and will bewith minima l burden to students and staff.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone at (709)
722-8733; facsimile at (709) 737·2345, and/or using e-mail: bkerr@morgan.ucs.mun.ca.
If you wish to speak with a resource person not directly involved in the study, please
contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development/Graduate
Programm es, Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Sincere ly,
Brian Kerr. BSc.F
Mlid. Candidate
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Janwuy ? 1996
Dear (name will be typed Mre):
As stated in the introductory package SCDtto you in Jan wuy by Dr. Kc:nDedy (Instructor).
Dime Janes andmyself (On-S ite Coordinators). I will be conducting research to evaluate
the distance versica of Educatioo. 6104 W"mter 1996 semester u my Graduate Thesis.
This research will take the form of a formal, responsive evaluation guided by the
information Deeds of aUgroups or stake holders invol ved witb thisco urse . Dr. Kennedy
will alsobe acting as my Thesis Supervisor.
My anal ysis will require informati on, comments, feedback" suggestions,. and some
clarificatioa mdlor inte:rpretatioo. &om you aI.some poin L Therefore, I would like to ask
pennissioo.to coutact you via ' electronic ' mail.phoneor , possib ly a coup le of shott
questionnailes. I anticipate that such co mmUDication over the evaluati on period will
occupy, at most, 0DIy 1 bourofyourtime. I will also require permission to access your
completed Student Profile Sheet as well as information from the ' Pre-Test ' and 'P ost -
Test ' as issued by the Course Instructor and the School of General and Continuing
Studi es at the beginning and endof tenn respective ly. So, ifyou are willing to parti cipate
in this study , please sign and return the enclosed form before JlD uary ?, 1996 to the
following address :
Bol: 73
Fac ulty of Ed ucatioD
Memoria l Uoivenity of Newfouodlan d
AIB3X8
Finally, it is important for you to know that the proposedstUdy is in accordancewith the
Ethi cs Guide lines of the Faculty ofEducatio n and the University. Your participation in
this study is completely voltmtary, and that informati on gathered is strictly confidential -
at no time will any indi vidual parti cipan t be identifi ed. Also , you will have the right to
withdraw from the stud y without prejudice at any time and/or may refrain from answering
any question that you prefer to omit. However, I might add tha t this is an ideal
opportunity for you to give both constructive and vital feed back to the CourseInstruct or
for potential course impro vemen t.
This study will becom p leted by late Summer 1996, andthe Thesi s itself by Fall 1996.
Followin g completion of my Thesis, all data will bedestroyed,and a summary of the
resul ts can bemade availabl e to partic ipants , if request ed. Mean while, should you have
•. . 2
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anyquestions.please do Dothesitate to contact me by telephone at (709) 722-8733 ;
facsimile at (709) 737·1345, and/or using ...mail : bkerr@morgao.ucs.mua.ca .
Ifyou wish to speak with • resoun:epenon Dot directly involved in the study . please
contact Dr. Patricia CumiDg, Associate Oem.Research andDevelopmeatlGndWltc
Programmes. Memorial Univusity of Newfoundland.
Sincerely,
Brian Kett ,BSc.F
MEd. Candidate
Encl.(I)
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
__-rrr-r-r-r-v-r-r-rr-' understaad the nature of thisstudy and bereby
agree to participate in it. I am willing to becontacted by the researcher (Brian Kerr)
either by phone, e-mai l or, a short questionnaire to clarify/gain any additional information
during the course . Additiooally, I give penni.ssion for the researcher to use my completed
Student Profile information forthis study as well as information &om the 'Pre-Test' and
' Post-Test ' as issuedby the Course lnstruc:tor at the beginning and end oftenn
respectively, bearing in mind that all information wil l remain saietly confidential.
Date Signature
PIUl trd.ll'1IbyJamltlry ?I996
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January ?,I996
Dear(name will be lyJHd here):
••~ statedin my last letter, . am performing a fonnaI. responsive evaluation guided by the
information needs of the various groups or stakeholders involved with the Education
6104course offering. Dr. Mary F. Kennedy will be acting as my Thesis Supervisor.
Obviously, you (as a student enrolled in thecounc) represent . stakeholder group.
Therefore, in order to ensure that evaluatioo insttumenu reflect your specifi c concems
and interests, J woul d appreciate a few moments of your time and ask that you complete
the enclosed questi oonnaire and retum it to me as soon as possible . Please retUrn the
questionnaire before J anu ary '!, 1996 to the following address :
Box 7J
Fa culty of Education
Memori al Univenity of Nnnound land
AIB3X8
This study is in accordance with the Ethics Guidelines ofthe Faculty of Educati on and the
University. and your parti cipation should be considered completely voluntary. In
addition, all informa tion gathered will be in strictest confidence of the researcher and at
no tim e will any individual participant be identified.. You also bave the right to withdraw
from the study without prejudice at any time and/or may refrain &omanswering any
question that you prefer to omit However, please coasicicr this as an ideal opportunity
for you to give both constructive andvital feedback to the Course Instructor for potential
course impro vement.
This study will beco mpleted by late Summer 1996. andthe Thesis itself by Fall 1996.
Following compl etion ormy Thesis, all data will bedestroyed,and a summary of the
results can be made available to participants. ifrequested.
Thankyou in advance for your cooperation. and should you have any questions. please do
not hesi tate to contact me by teleph on e at (709) 712-8 733; faaimile a t (709) 737-2345 ,
and/or using e-mail: bkerr@m organ.ucs.mun.e:a. lfyou wish to speakwith a resource
person not directly invol ved in the study. please contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associ ate
Dean, Researd1 and l>e'lIelopm entlGraduate Programmes,Mcmorial University of
Newfoundland.
Sincerely .
Brian Kerr. BSc.F
MEd.Candidate
End . (l l
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January? 1996
Dear(name will flf typed hu e):
l ima candidate for the MasterofEdu::mion in Learning Resources Programme: with the
Faculty of Edueati on. Memorial Univasity ofNewfouDdIand. For my Graduate Thes is, I
will beconducting research to evaluate the distance version of Education 6104 recently
offered in the Winter 1996 semester . Dr. Mary F. Kennedy will be acting as my Thesis
Sopc<Viso<.
I have beenactive in the~Iopmc:nt md desi gn ofED6l04 over the past year. Now.
my role will be to perform a fmmal., responsive evaluation guidedby the infonnation
needs of all groupsor stakeholders involved with this COUIK. These groupswould
include smdents, the Course Instructo r. University faculty/staffassociat ed wi th such
Faculty of Education course offerings, and the course designers themselves.
I will be using various inmumeuts suchIS questioonairesaDdinterviews to co Uect the
information 1require. Based uponmy initial research, I have identified that you as
(offlcia f positi on wjff fu typedherel represen t one of these stakeholders. Therefore. to
ensure that the abov e-mentioned evaluatio n instruments reflect your specific concerns and
interests, (would appreciate a few moments of your time and ask thatyou complete the
enclosed questionnnaire andreturn it to me as soon IS possible. Please return the
questionnaire befo re January?, 1996 to the following address:
801:73
Fa cu lty of Ed ue. tion
Memo rial Un wenity of Newfoundlud
AIB3X8
Please DOtetha t this stud y is in aceordance with the Ethics Gui del ines o f the Faculty of
Education andthe University. Your participation in this study is complete ly vohmtary,
and that informa tion gathered will be strictly confidential - at no time will any individual
participant be identified. Also . you will have the right to withdraw from the study
witho ut prejudice at an y time and/or may refrain from answering any question that you
prefer to omit.. However. I migh t add that this is an ideal opportunity for you to give both
CODSb'Uctive aed vital feedback to the course devel opers, the Course Instruc:tor. and others
associat ed with this as well as other course offerings for potenti al COUJSe imp m vemeet.
. . . 2
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This study will be completed by late Summer 1996, and the Thesis itself by Fall 1996.
Following completion of my Thes is, all data will be destroyed, and a summary of the
results can be made availab le to participants, if requested.
I appreciate any cons ideration that you could give to this matter. Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone at (709) 722-873 3; facsimile
at (709) 737-2 345, and/or using e-mai l: bk er r@ morg an .ucs.mun .ca . Ifyou wish to
speak with a resource person not directly involved in the study, please contact Dr. Patricia
Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Deve lopment/Graduate Progranunes, Memorial
University of'Newfoundland,
Sincerely,
Brian Kerr, BSc.F
MEd. Candidate
Encl.(l)
Please return by January ? 1996
APPENDIXB
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STUDENT CONCERNS AND ISSUES QUESTIONNAIRE
I. What do you personally think the distance education course Education 6104 (The
Foundations ofProgram Evaluation) should achieve?
2. Which of the following elements would you judge to be indicators of the success of
this course? Please check (.r) all that apply.
_ a) well designed instructional materials
_ b) request for additional distance education course offerings
_ c) adequate performance of students in terms of grades
_ d) positive student evaluations
_ e) adequate communication link between students and instructor/institution
_ t) other . please explain :
3. Is there any specific aspect of the course offering that you would like this evaluation to
address?
Page 1 of1 Please return by January 1. 1996
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STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS AND ISSUES QUESI10NNAIRE
1. What shoul d a gradua1e level distance educatiOD coune in 'program evaluation ' strive
to achieve ?
2. Which of the foUowing elements would you judge to be indicators of the success of
this course? Please dlKk (.;') .U that apply,
_ a) well designed. instructional materials
_ b) request for additional distance education course offerings
_ c) adequate performance of students in terms of grades
_ d) positive student evaluations
_ e) adequate communication link between studen ts and instructor/institution
_ t) other, please explain:
3. Is there any specific aspect of the course offering that you would like this evaluation to
add<=?
PQg~ Joll P/~lISH~"'nt byJtmlIfD)J ?, 1996
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Student Profile
Education 6104: The Foundations of Program Evaluation
This Student Profile sheet will be used for the evaluation of th is
course. All information collected is confidential and will be used only
by the course evaluators and course Instructor. Please fill in the
following questions and return the completed sheets. with your
pretest. to the course Instru ctor before you begin work on the co urse.
Thank you for your assistance.
1. Student Name:
2. TowrVcity of residence : _
3 . Age: under 25 _25-30 _31-40 __41 -50
over 50
4. Degree{s) held: _ SA B.Ed. B.Sc.
other _
5. Graduate Program; __ Teaching and Learning
__ Educational Leadership
__ Educational Psychology
other _
6. Number of courses completed on graduate program :
less than 3
6·8
3· 5
more than B
Page J of4
7. It teaching in the school system, which grade level do you teach:
_ primary _elementary _ [r. high _ sr. high?
What is your area/su bject of specialty? _
How many years of teaching experience do you have?
Please return as soon as possible
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8. If working outside of the school system. please indicate place of WOfk
and posjtion:
9. What is the main reason thai you ..... taking this course ?
_ to complete degree reqirements _ as elective on degree program
eareer advancemenl
""-- - - - - - - - - - - --
10. Was you'" decision to enroll In tNs eourw influenced by its' being
offered by distance?
Yes No
11. Have you previousJy taken other courses by distance education or
corres pondence?
Yes No
Ifyes. were they : _ undergraduate _ graduate
0""" _
II yes, did you use _ emai l 0( _ _ computer conferendng as part 01
... """",1
12. ChecK off any of !he items below which reflect 'fOUl abiity/experience
with compu1ers:
_ word processing _ graphics packages _ spreadsheets
_ eledronic mai l (email) _ computer conferencing _ Internet
other _
13. Of the above computer applications. wh ich do you use the most ?
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14. Do you own a personal computer? __ Yes No
15. If yes . what type of computerdo you own? _
16. Is it equipped with a modem? _Yes No
17. What type of communicalion software do you have? _
1a. What is the main purposeof your computer usage:
_personal _ professional?
19. If you are a schoolteacher, does your school have computers?
Ves No
20. Do you have regular access to sChool computers for your school wert?
Ves No
21 . Are you familiar with STEM-Ne1? _ Yes _No
22. Is your school online through STEM-Net at Memorial University?
Ves No
23. If you do not use STEM-Net to aet:eSS the Internet (e-mail). which
service provlder(s) do you use:
_ cmer University account (e.g. morgan, kean, ganymede, etc.)
_ employer service provider (e.g. Cabot College, Provincial or
Federal Government etc.)
_ treenet (e.g. Sl John's Infonet. etc.)
_ commercial pi'"Q\Iider(e.g. ComPUSlJIt,AOL, NLNet, e1C.)
Other _
Pggr 4 oj4
24. For this ccuse, how willyouhave e-mail access :
a. _ home computer b. _ work compute r
c. _ other computer location (friend. library. etc.)PI.asebe _
(Use reverse side if required)
Return C<ltnPetecl Profile to:
Course Instructor · 6104
Box 73, Faculty 01Education
Memorial University 01Newfou ndland
St John's, NF. A1B 3X8
Plrl1.Urttllmas s(}()1l/llpossibir
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Pre-test
Please complete this test immediately before you begin to access any of the
instnJdional materials. It is intended to establish that your baseline knowledge of
program evalua tion is minimal. and it will provide us with a comparative measure
at the end of the COl.ne as part of our course evaluation .
This test will not affect your grade in any way . Remember. you are not expected
to know anything at this stage . since you have not begun the course . If you pass
the pre-test it ro means that the course is too basic for
. Please remove the pre-test and ma~ it as soon as possible.
Do not be alarmed if you find it necessary to retum a blank test Please return it
for our records .
Students _
1. In your own words define program evaluation.
2. List three (3) models of program evaluation .
3. list two (2) current theore tica l paradigms for program evaluation .
Pagd of 1
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4. What do the following terms have to do with program evaluation :
a, scientific and naturalistic
b. qualitative and quantitative
5. What is the difference between program evaluation and educat ional
research?
Page 2 oj2 Please return as soon as possible
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Post-test
Please complete th is test imme di ate ly after the completion of an course
requirements. once aA course materia ls have been reviewed. It is intended to
establish that your baseline knowledge of program eva luation has improved
since the start of this cou rse . Basically, the post-test will be used as a
comparative measur e at the end of the course as part of our course evaluation.
Please return the pest-test as soon as possible for our records.
Studen t# _
1. In yourownwords define program evaluation.
2. list three (3) models of program evalua tion .
3. Ust two (2) current theore tica l paradigms for program eva luation.
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4. What do the following terms have to do with program evaluation:
a. scientific and natura listic
b. qualitative and quantitative
5. What is the difference between program evaluation and educati onal
research ?
Pagt 2 0f2 Pltwt rttllrn m sOOI'Iwposs ibit
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Please fill in this survey. This will assist evaluators and course designers to ensure that
future offerings of Education 6104 - The Foundations of Program Evaluation will take
into account any concerns you may have after completing the course.
PART A
Below are statements with a four point scale on the right. Please circle for each item the
letters that best describe how you feel about the statement.
Scale : VG Very Good
G Good
A Adequate
NI Needs Improvement
I. Administrative Issues
1. Receipt of materials
2. Materials in good working order
3. Receipt of notificationsimes sages
4. Mail turnaround (assignments/feedback)
5. E-mail turnaround (assistance/discussion!
feedback)
6. Telephone consultations
Comments:
II . Instructional Materials
I . Course Manuals
VG G
VG G
VG G
VG G
VG G
VG G
A NI
A NI
A NI
A NI
A NI
A NI
a. Length
b. Technical Quality
c. Content Organization
d. Usefulness
e . Appropriateness of Medium
f. Level of Interest
g. Relevance to the Course
h. Level of Comprehension
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
Pagel 0/1 0
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n. Instruccio aaJ Ma terials (Cont.' d)
2. Audi_
L Length VG G A NI
b. TechnicalQuality VG G A NI
c. Content Organization VG G A NI
d Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Medium VG G A NI
{. Level oflnterest VG G A NI
g. Relevance to the Course VG G A NI
h. Level of Comprehension VG G A NI
J. Videotapes
L Longth VG G A NI
b. Technicai Quality VG G A NI
c. ContentOrganization VG G A NI
d, Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Mediwn VG G A NI
{. Level of Interest VG G A NI
g. Relevance to the Course VG G A NI
h. Level ofComprehension VG G A NI
4. Programmed InstructionText
A. Length VG G A NI
b. TechnicalQuality VG G A NI
c. Content Organization VG G A NI
d. Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Medium VG G A NI
f. Level of Interest VG G A NI
g. Relevance to the Course VG G A NI
h. Level of Comprehens ion VG G A NI
Pt1gr 2ofiO
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II. Instructional Materials (ConL ' d)
s. Textbook VG G A NI
VG G A Nl
a. Length VG G A Nl
b. Technical Quality VG G A NI
c. Content Organization VG G A NI
d. Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Medium VG G A NI
f. Level of Interest VG G A NI
g. Relevance to the Course
b. LevelofComprebension
6. Book of Readings
a. Length VG G A NI
b. Technical Quality VG G A NI
c. Content Organization VG G A Nl
d. Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Medium VG G A NI
f. Level oflnterest VG G A NI
g. Relevance to the Course VG G A NI
h. Level of Comprehension VG G A Nl
7. Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl)
a. Length
b. Technical Quality
c. Content Organization VG G A NI
d. Usefulness VG G A NI
e. Appropriateness of Medium VG G A Nl
f. Level of Interest VG G A Nl
g. Relevance to the Course VG G A NI
h. Level of Comprehension VG G A NI
VG G A NI
VG G A NI
Comments :
Pagt J of/O
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PART A (Cont. 'd)
Ill. Evaluation Procedures Used in tbe Coune
I . Effectiveness of Computer-Mediated Discussion
(CMC)
2. Effectiveness of major assignment
3. Effectiveness of final examination
Comments:
VG G
VG G
VG G
A NI
A NI
A NI
Page 4 0/ 10
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PARTS
Below are statements with a four point scale on the right. Please circ le for each item the
letters that bestdescnbe your opinion of the statement.
Scale: SA Strongly Agm:
A A....
o Disagree
SO Strongly Disagree
1. I feel thatdoing this course by distance education was SA A 0 SO
just as beneficial as ifl bad doneit on campus as a
regular course.
2. I liked the ability to pace myselfbascd OD.theself- SA A 0 SO
directednature of thecourse .
3. I now fee l confident that I would beable to properly SA A 0 SO
perform a programme evaluation.
4. I think there should be more oppottunitics to do graduate SA A 0 SO
courses this way.
5. l feel that I would not want to do another course using SA A 0 SO
this de livery format .
6. I fee l thai I learn ed allot about Program Evaluati on. SA A 0 SO
7. My Imowledge ofProgramEvaluatioo oow allows me to SA A 0 SO
usc the approach in my work.
8. The course had too much theory . SA A 0 SO
9. Readings in the co urse were very valuable to my SA A 0 SO
undemanding of me subject matter.
10. The usc ofa variety of media and materials madethe SA A D SO
course interesting for me.
11. As an adult leamer, [ appreciated the freedom to do a SA A 0 SO
course on my own time .
Pag~ j ofl0
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PARTB (Cont .'d)
12. Much ofwbat I learned about Program Evaluation is of SA A 0 SO
DO uscto IDC.
13. This course in Program Eval uation was a new and SA A 0 SO
positive experi ence for me .
14. I would have preferred more interaction with the SA A 0 SO
instructor.
IS. I have gained practical knowledge in Program SA A 0 SO
EvaluabOO by doing this course.
16. I was happy with the co verage of the various evaluation SA A 0 SO
models and techniques.
17. TheCMC component allowed me to speak oul and SA A 0 SO
easily express my opinions.
18. I liked the opportunity for discuss ioo.lDd participation SA A 0 SO
via the Computer-Mediated Communication (CM C)
component .
19. I felt that the CM C co mponent encouraged discussi on SA A 0 SO
and participati on .
20. Doing the course on my own made it difficult to keep SA A 0 SO
pace with the suggested weekl y activities .
21. There was not enough oppo rtuni ty for discuss ion of tbe SA A 0 SO
subject matter .
22. Therewas enough opportuni ty foe discuss ion of the SA A 0 SO
subject maner.
23. Panicipating in the CM C 'on-line' discussions was SA A 0 SO
really valua ble for me.
24. The content of tbe course was too advanced for my SA A 0 SO
needs .
Pag~6 of1O
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PART B (Coat. 'd)
!S. I enjoyed the method ofprcscntation~ in the SA A 0 SO
--26. IDtentCtion with the Do-Site Coordinators was beneficial SA A 0 SO
tome.
27. Therewas adequate support for the CMC component of SA A 0 SO
tbe eccrse .
28. The videota pes could have provided information more SA A 0 SO
directly using less drama .
29. The print materials were attractive , easy10 read.and SA A 0 SO
professiooaJ. looking.
30. A computer, used for E· mai1ingpurposes, was readily SA A 0 SO
accessible to me.
3\. The system used for CMC (l,e.. E-mail) was easy to use, SA A 0 SO
once I became accustomed 10 it,
32. I often found that theactualsubject matter was hidden by SA A 0 SO
the dramain the videotapes .
n. I would have preferred thai this c:lis1ance education SA A 0 SO
course use differen t media (e .g.. teleconferences,
comp uter chat options. etc .).
34. I would recommend the course to others. SA A 0 SO
35. Because of my problems with E·mail. I did not enjoy the SA A 0 SO
CMC component of the course as much as I had hoped
30. I think that the coune should beoffered again. SA A 0 SO
37. I woul d like 10do a follow-upcowse, if onewere SA A 0 SO
available.
Pag,70[1 0
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38. The fact thai there were On-Site Coordinatorsdid help
me with the course .
39. I found that the Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl) did
not help the course at all .
Comments:
SA A 0 SD
SA A D SO
Pagt 8 oflO
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PARTC
Please use the space provided for an appropriate response to the following :
I . Are there any aspects of the course that you especia lly liked?
2. Are there any aspects of the course that you especially disliked?
3. Do you have any suggestions as to how the course could be improved?
4. What kind of service did you receive from the staffof Continuing Studies?
S. If there is anything else about this course that you would like to comment on, please
use the space below .
Pagt 9ofJO
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OPTIONAL (i.e.• Gender Related) :
(a) In additioo to your working responsibiliti es, are )'OUprimarily respons ible for
bousewort, childcare, etc.?
(b) Did the fact that this course could betaken directJ.y from your own home help or,
hinder matters?
Page / Oo{ /O
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MEMORIAL VN1VI.RSITY Of NEWfOlfI\iULAND
Sch ool of COlltillaill1 Edue.doll
Rm. [,,2000, GoA. Hkkmall BuUdill1
SL Jo hll's. NF AIBJX8
S1lJDENT FEEDBACK fOR.\f
Coune:
This form is intended to provide Continuing Education and the coune instructorwid:lyour reactions 10the
courseyou are completing. The SChool of ContinuingEdutal:ionis eoracaned",ith bow diSWlce education
e:otneS CIlIlbe improved. Your fftClback b . en:uary Iftla.ll pal il lO be amioN.
As soon as the course is finished and/or yow 6naI examination is "'1inen, fill in the form by complmng
sections 1-3on the enclosed answer shed: aDdsection 4 on !he feNback form. IJlrmICATE O~LY OS E
ANSWE R PER QVI:STION. fill in !he course name and number in !he Identification Number section on
the bonom of theanswershed: (A-J--e.g.PSYCH 1000). OoJXMstaple !he answershcc1 to the feedback
form. Using theenclosed postage paid label, return it 10 the Schoo l ofConlinuing Education. The form is
anonymous, so feel free10be:completely forthrighl in your replies . DO NOT COMPLETE TH E
IDENTIFICATION SECT IO N Of TIlE ANSWER SHEET. II will no! be:seen by your instructo r unlil
final marks have been submined 10the Reg istrar's Office.
Thank you for taki ng the time to complete and return this for m
SECTI O N 1
Please respond to the SlalanenlS below on a scale from I to 5 vmere 1 indicales you SIrongIy Agree (SA)
and 5 indicates you Sttongly Disagfft (SD). Respond. only to questions that are applicable 10 the coune
you have taken.
SA
The insuuctor made it clear Iolo'hat was expected ofmc
at !he be:g:innina of the course.
2. The instJuaor pve helpful tommenlS on paperslexams
3. Theinsu'uctorwaseasytoeontaetYoilennecessaJY.
4. The instructor seemed to know !he subje<:l.
S. The instNcIor was fair in marking assignments/exams.
6. The insuuctor gave resultSpromptly.
7. Thecourscwu~lIorganiz.ed.
8. Aa:essloOUlSidere:sourus(e.g., library)wasnecessary
10 complele!he coune 10 my satisfaetiOlL
9. The assignments were difficulL
10. There were100 many assignments.
II. In terms of understanding lite course material, the
ass ignments were valuab le.
12. The final examination was long.
13. The course has incrcased my self-confidence.
14. TIle course provided me with informationI can use
right away.
IS. Com pared to othercounes this was one of the best
16. Compared to other in.structonsIhe was one of the bc:st.
so
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SECTION 1
E«dL Good. Saris. NA
17. I woul4 nte ti:letcxtbook • • •
IS. I would rue die coune~ . • .
19. I WDUld rate lbe videoapes • • .
20. ItIlOlIIdrll&elbeaudioapc:s • • .
11. l would rue lbetdc:c:onfcnlacemedJodofiDstruaioo...
22. l 'WOUId nte~.., a melbod. ol ioslruaillll._
SEcnONJ
23. Tbe~forlbisc:oune_
[IJ""Y t-Y)' [2Jbt:ny [3J abow rigbr [4J1igI:I;
24. For IOe.lbe pace &I wbidllbe IUlerW wasCCMnd was
II] vuy fasc 12]1'ast IlJaboulright [4J!lIow
25. Tbete lecoofen:oo::etimcaUoeaIedforlbiseourse\lr'llS
IIJjusrrigbt 12]too lia1e D)toolllLll:h 14]lIllIlC'CeS$llt
26. Whydid youcboo$e this tol.ne?
IIJ lOimpro ve job poccmial [4] for pa'SOQ&1 groWIb
[2J :albjea wu of iaterar (S] requ:iredc:ouv
(l ) ocbeI"
27. How diclyou 1camabDu!lbecourse ?
[I) radio [4J~(Wbkb0lle?)
[2] brocburein mail [5jfrmna6iend
(l]otbu
SECTlON4
Aze tbereM y aspects of the eourse that you especially disliked ?
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J . Do )'Ol.l bave aay suggesti_u to bow tbe~coukI be ilnpoved?
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Course Description
Education 6104 introduces you to program evaluation. and examines
its application in the educational milieu. The historical and
theoretical framework of program evaluation is presented. and six
approaches to evaluation are explored through the stUdy of
exemplary models: the Tyler Model. the CIPP Model. the Goal-free
Mode l. the Connoisseurship Model, the Adversary Model . and the
Responsive Model. In addition naturalistic approaches to evaluation
are explored. with partic ular emphasis on the evaluator as
instru ment The role of standards in program eva luation is examined
through a case study approach . using summary reports. on
audiotape. of actual evaluations.
Course content is both theoretical and practical. Student evaluation
reflects the dual thrust of the course. The examinations are based on
the readings in the required textbook and the book of readings. The
major assignment is based on the application of theory to the
development of a program evaluation proposal and design.
Cours e Objectives
You will attain the following objectives :
1. You will have knowledge and understanding of the theoretical
framework of program evaluation from an historical
perspective.
2. You will have knowledge of the paradigm shift in program
evaluation that occurred in the period from 1965 - 1980,
and understand the problems that led to dissent among
eval uators .
3. You will be familiar with the six evaluation approaches
delineated in the House (1978) taxonomy.
4. You will have in-depth knowledge of six eval uation models :
the Tyler Model. the CIPP Model. the Goal -free Model, the
Connoisseurship Model , the Adversary Model . and the
Responsive Model.
5. You will understand the contribution of the nat uralistic
paradigm to program evaluation .
6. You will understand the importa nce of ethics in program
evaluation.
7. You will have knowledge and understanding of the political
nature of program evaluation .
8. Given a case study . you will be able to select an
appropriate model and develop an evaluation proposal.
9. Given a particular evaluation model. you will be able to
design an evaluation.
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Course Overv iew
Course Components
1 Course Manual
1 Commercial Textbook
1 Book of Selected Readings
1 Programmed Instruction Textbook
4 Video Programs
5 Audio Programs
1 ccmcoter-Asststec Instruction Program (on 3.5" HO disk)
Evaluation
Midterm Examination 30%
Evaluation Proposal 40%
Computer -Mediated Communication (CMC) 10%
Final Examination 20%
Total 100%
Required Textbook
Worthen, B.R. & Sanders, J.R. (1987). Educational evaluation.
Toronto : Copp Clark Pitman.
Video Programs
Program 1: Welcome to 6f04
Program 2: History of Program Evalua tion
Program 3: Evaluation Approaches: Exemplary Models
Program 4: Research and Evaluat ion: Methods and
Techniques
Aud io Prog rams
Case Study 1: The Distance Education Evaluation
Experience
Case Study 2; Meeting the Needs of the Consumer
Case Study 3 Being Respons ive to Whom?
Case Study 4: Being Oualitative • A Mindset Not a
Methodology
Case Study 5: Designing an Evaluat ion
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Course Time Une
Module 1: Week Ono
Programmed Instruction Text: Section 1. Evaluation is...
Vid eotape 1. Welcome to 61 04
Book of Read ings ; Shadish · Sources of Evaluation Practice
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders): Chapters 1. 2 and 3
Module 2: Week Two
Programmed Instruction Text Section 2. Evalua tion Theory
Videotape 2. Histofy of Progra m Evaluation
Book of Read ings; AIkin· The Role of the Evaluator; Caron -
Knowfedge Required to Perform the Duties of an Evaluator
Textboo k (Worthen and Sanders) : Chapter 4
Module 3: Week Three
Programmed Instruction Text: Section 3. Evaluation Models · Tyler's
Approach
Aud iotape 1. The Distance Educatio n Evaluation Experience
Book of Readings : Mason - Issues in Designing the Standardized
Questionnaire; Joint Committee on Evaluation
Standard s: AS Analys is of Quantitative Information
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders): Chapter 5
Module 4: Week Four
Progr ammed Instruction Te xt: Section 4. Evalu ation Models ·
Stufflebea m's Approach
Book of Readings : Dehar. Casswell . DUignan . Formative and
Process Evaluation of Health Promo tion and Disease
Prevention Programs
TextboOl<(Worthen and Sand ers): Chapter 6
Module 5: Week Av e
Programmed Instruction Text Section 5. Evaluation Mode ls·
Scriven's Approach
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Module 5: Week Ave (continued)
Audiotape 2. Meeting the Needs 01trle Consumer
Book of Readings : Walker and Walke r: The Process of
Developing a Program Evaluation 01a Community
Pol icing Initiative
Textbook (Worthen and sanders): Chapter 7
Begin Computer-Mediated Communication on Ethics (large group)
Module 5: Week Six
Programmed Instruction Text: Section 6. Evaluation Models·
Eisner's Approach
Book of Readings: Corbeil and McQueen · Improving the Quality of
Evaluation
Textbook (Worthen and sanders): Chapter 8
Module 7: Week Seven
Programmed Instruction Text Section 7. Evaluation Model s · Wolf's
Approach .
Book of Readings: Fournier and Smith - Clarifying the Merits of
ArgLme nt in Evaluation Praetiee .
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders) : Chapter 9
End Computer-Mediated Communication on Ethics (large group)
Mod ule 5: Week Eight
Programmed Instruction Text Section 8. Evaluation Mode ls · Stak e's
Approa ch
Book of Read ings: Uncaln and Guba - But is it Rigorous?; Morris
and Cohn - Program Evaluators and Ethical Challenges
Audiotape 3: Being Responsive to Whom?
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders): Chapter 10
Beg in Computer-Mediated Communication on Politics (sma ll group)
Modu le 9: Week Nine
Programmed Instruction Text Section 9. Evaluation Standa rds
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Module 9: Week Nine (continued)
Book of Readings: Kennedy : Setting Standards for Evaluating
Distance Education Programs
Audiotape 4. Being Ouatitattve . A Mindset Not a Methodol ogy
Videotape 3: Evaluation Approaches • Exemplary Models
Compute r Assisted Instruction - Naturalistic Evaluation
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders) : Chapter 11
Module 10: Week Ten
Book of Readings : Moskowitz - Why Reports of Outcome
Evaluations are Often Biased or Uninterpretable; Joint
Committee of Evaluation Standards . A9 Analysis of Qualitative
Information
Audiotape 5. Designing an Evaluation
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders) : Chapters 13 and 14
End Computer-Mediated Communication on Politics (small group)
Module 11: Week Eleven
Programmed Instruction Text: Section 10. Collecting Data
Book of Readings : Marter- Evaluating Leadership Training
Programs for High School Students - A Notion Whose Time
Has Come
Videotape 4. Research and Evaluation- Methods and Techniques
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders) : Chapters 15 and 18
Module 12: Week Twelve
Programmed Instruction Text : Section 11. Reporting Evaluation
Information
Book of Readings : Morse - Emerging From the Data - The
Cognitive Processes of Analysis in Qualitative Inquiry ;
Hyan- An Examination of the Place of Formal
Recommendations in Naturalist ic Evaluation
Textbook (Worthen and Sanders ): Chapter 21
Module 13: Week Thirteen
Review of Reading s
Examinati on Preparat ion
Final Examination




